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ABSTRACT
In 1911, A.E.H. Love published a linear elastic model for the tidal deformation of
planetary bodies. Using numerical techniques that were unavailable to Love, surpris
ing behaviors of the tidal solution have been found: tides of finite, even substantial,
height are possible in the presence of an infinitesimal tide raiser, thus indicating some
sort of instability.
The Love tidal model was for the deformation of a homogeneous sphere. In order
to better understand the nature of the instabilities in this model, I consider the effect
of adding a radially dependent density profile to the model. For a given singularity,
an increase in the initial density gradient causes the singularity to change locations in
parameter space. For steep enough density gradient, the singularity is pushed outside
the realm of physically meaningful parameter space for certain initial radial density
profiles.
Self-gravitation appears to be the likely mechanism for the driving of the tidal
instability. The nature of the behavior of self-gravitation will be studied by consid
ering an exact elastic formulation of the problem. In this way, a more complete view
of the processes involved in the tidal deformation of a body can be explored. I find
that each of the curves of singularity loci observed in the tidal problem correspond
to instabilities in different modes for the exact elastic self-gravitation problem.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Generations of scientists have studied planetary tides in one form or another, yet
there are still many fascinating details of tidal behaviors to be studied and innovative
tidal systems to be modeled.
Firstly, a planetary tide is the deformation of a body due to its gravitational
interaction with another body. More precisely, an extended three-dimensional body
will feel a differential force exerted on it by a neighboring body and the effect of
this force gradient is what is referred to as a tide. On the Earth for example, the
rise and fall of the oceans results from the Moon and Sun's gravitational pull. The
Moon and Sun also interact with the Earth's solid materials causing them to deform
as well, since these materials have a certain degree of elasticity. The solid-Earth tide
is much smaller in amplitude than the ocean tide due to the rigidity of the rocky
crustal materials of the Earth. The occurrence of tidal deformations are not unique
to the Earth-Moon system, but rather are a universal feature of any deformable body
interacting with another body gravitationally.
Understanding of tides can help us learn a great deal about the development and
current state of our planet, our solar system, and beyond. A brief overview of the
history of the study of solid body tides follows in Section 1.1, followed by discussion
of the types of applications that can be aided by tidal modeling in Section 1.2.

1.1

Historical Background of Planetary Tide Studies

During the past couple of centuries, great strides have been made in understanding
the role of elasticity in the tidal deformation of planetary bodies. Lame first stud
ied the problem of the elastic deformation of a sphere subject to volume forces in
1854 [18]. Working in a linear elastic framework, Lame formulated the deformation
equations in spherical coordinates and gave a solution in surface harmonics. Due to
his pioneering work in the field, the study of the elastic deformation of a sphere is
often refered to as the "Lame Problem". Thomson later investigated this same prob
lem in Cartesian coordinates, with a solution expanded in terms of solid harmonics
[31]. Lame and Thompson's work did not contain information about the structure of
the forces acting on the spherical body to cause the deformations. By adding terms
that correctly account for gravitation, these deformation studies led to models with
significant applications in planetary science.
In 1911. A.E.H. Love published a linear elastic model for the tidal deformation of
a homogeneous planetary body [21]. An analytic solution to the governing equations
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of this problem was given in terms of spherical harmonics. Love did not have the
benefit of our modern computing capabilities, and was thus only able to evaluate two
particular cases of his analytic solution. Hurford et. al. used modern computing
capabihties to evaluate a large number of these solutions [15]. In that work, it is
shown that the governing equations of the Love tidal model admit solutions for which
a significant tide (measured by the /12 Love number [22]) can be produced by an
arbitrarily small tide-raiser [15]. This effect is dependent upon the size and material
parameter values (density, compressibility, and rigidity) of the body upon which the
tide is being raised. The study of Love's solutions and the implications of these
solutions will be discussed in Chapter 2. The observation of unstable behavior in
the simple case of a linear elastic deformation of a homogeneous sphere due to tidal
forces brings up many questions. A key one is the reason for and character of this
instability, and its implications for real physical systems.
Lame, Thomson, and Love all assumed initially homogeneous density, rigidity,
and compressibility in their investigations of spherical deformations. These models
were very useful in that analytic solutions were possible and much insight into tidal
behavior could be gained from these relatively simple models. However, homogeneous
distributions of the density and elasticity are rather unrealistic for planetary systems,
since any real body must be denser near the center due to self-gravitational collapse
prior to tidal deformation. Physical solar system bodies of interest, i.e. planets,
have layers of different materials and radial variation within their layers [16]. Con
temporaneously with Love's early work, Herglotz and Hoskins were able to relax the
assumptions of homogeneity by assuming simple forms for the variation of the density
and elasticity with the radius [10, 12, 13]. They found analytic solutions for these
cases of simple radial variation. In 1950, Takeuchi considered a more general form
for the radial variation of the density and elasticity [29]. An analytic solution was no
longer possible in this case, and numerical integration was used to study the resulting
system.
Using a solution technique similar to that used by Hoskins [12] for a polynomial
density profile, we find that the singularities observed in the homogeneous case persist
when the density is allowed to vary continuously (not in layers) with radius [6]. Using
this model, I quantify the effect of adding a density profile on the tidal response of
the body. These results are discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 3.
More recently, a number of studies have added more complex modeling capabili
ties to the simpler cases discussed thus far. A major stride in improving the modeling
of real systems was the addition of multiple material layers. Longman provided a
comprehensive summation of the work done on modeling compressible bodies with
fluid cores [20]. The study of gravitation and tides assuming viscoelasticity is another
branch off of the classic Lame problem. Wu and Peltier published an analytic solution
for Lame's problem, but for a multilayered body, and with the inclusion of viscoelastic
terms [37]. Sabadini et. al. also considered this problem, but with the inclusion of
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terms accounting for rotation of the body [27]. Wolf has considered the case of an
incompressible, viscoelastic, fluid planet under surface loading and self-gravitation,
and found Green's functions for the problem [36]. More recently, Rappaport and
Castillo have looked at this same problem of a multilayered, viscoelastic body but
with tidal forces and self-gravitation [25]. Their method of breaking the equations
of motion into a matrix system for multilayered model provides some computational
convenience to this complex problem. Numerous other studies have looked at var
ious perturbations of these density varying, multilayered, and viscoelastic spherical
gravitation problems [1, 30, 33].
With this brief overview of the previous work that has been done on studying
various problems related to the tidal deformation of a solid sphere, I next describe
situations in which tidal models are applicable, and the surprising array of information
that can potentially be gleaned from these applications.

1.2

Applications of Planetary Tide Models

Tidal models are used in a wide variety of applications in which they can provide
insight regarding the current state and behavior of bodies in our solar system. This
type of modeling, for example, can be used to gain information about the interior
composition of planetary bodies. Modern spacecraft have the ability to accurately
measure the tidal bulge on a planet or moon through the use of instruments such
as laser altimeters and radar. The mass and gravitational harmonics of the planet
or moon can be measured with great precision by observation of the deflection that
the gravity of the body causes to the orbit of a nearby spacecraft. Models can be
made for the observed body's tides assuming various compositions of the interior,
while maintaining the correct total mass for the body. These models can be coupled
with the observed tidal height and other known information about the body to infer
the structure of the body's interior. Some specific examples of systems from which
beneficial information can be gathered in this way will be given.
Europa is one example of a planetary body about which much can be learned
regarding the surface and interior through the use of tidal modeling. Europa, one of
the moons of Jupiter, is believed to have an ice shell covering a liquid ocean with a
rocky core. Evidence for this interior composition is summarized in [9]. The presence
of this liquid ocean makes Europa one of the most likely candidates in our solar
system to harbor extraterrestrial life [9]. The possible formation and existence of life
on Europa is highly dependent upon the thickness of the outer ice shell. Work has
been done to create a model for tides on Europa assuming various ice shell thicknesses,
such as that in [23]. Coupling these models with actual observations (for example,
laser altimeter measurements to be performed on future space missions) may yield
bounds on the thickness of the ice, but only if we have a good theory of the sensitivity
of the tidal amplitude to the internal structure. The bounds on ice thickness may
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provide a valuable clue to the possibility of life evolving on Europa.
Mercury is another example of a body for which valuable interior information
can be gleaned from tidal models. Mercury possesses a magnetic field, and this fact
suggests the presence of a liquid core in which a dynamo effect is acting to produce
the magnetic field about the planet. However, current models for the coalescence of
the planets from the early solar nebula all show that Mercury should have cooled too
rapidly to maintain a liquid core [17]. Coupling tidal observations of Mercury with
models based upon various interior compositions could yield information regarding
the liquidity of the core. Knowing that the core was indeed liquid would require either
the modification of current solar-system formation models or the investigation into
the possibihty of a catastrophic event in Mercury's past which could have remelted a
portion of the core [2].
In addition to information about interior composition, tidal models are useful for
studying other aspects of planets. Knowledge of tides can provide insight into the
processes occurring in the interior and on the surface of a planetary body. Processes
in planetary interiors can be very important in shaping the topography of the surface.
For example, tidal heating in the interior of lo, a moon of Jupiter, drives much of the
tectonic activity which has shaped the topography of the surface, including numerous
volcanos and vast lava flows [26]. Tidal stresses on a planet's surface and changes in
these stresses can be used to explain many planetary surface features. For another
example, the icy surface of Europa contains cycloidal crack patterns. These cycloidal
cracks were believed to have formed when the ice was weakened and cracked along
the direction of the surface stress field caused by the tidal deformation of the body.
The cycloidal form of these cracks resulted from the changing direction of the stress
field over the single day on which each arc of the crack was formed [11, 8].
Another important application of tidal modeling is the creation of highly accurate
orbital models. The more precisely we know the tidal deformation of a body, the
more accurately we can account for the gravitational forces in its vicinity, and thus
the more accurately we can plot and guide the trajectories of orbiting spacecraft. Also,
accurate orbital models which account for tides are necessary to model the evolution
of planetary systems. For example, the Jovian and Saturnian satellite systems have
unique structures that are largely due to tidal interactions between the bodies [28].
In the following chapters, I consider the behavior and stability of several tidal
models. In addition, exact-elasticity will be included in a study the process of selfgravitation, which appears to be a driving force in many of the tidal deformations
investigated here.
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Chapter 2

TIDES ON A HOMOGENEOUS SPHERE
A.E.H. Love studied the case of the linear elastic deformation of a homogeneous sphere
under the gravitational influence of another body in 1911 [21], but there is still much
important and surprising information and insight to be gained about the behavior
of tides, even from this simplified problem. Using modern computing capabilities
unavailable to Love, important new discoveries about the behavior of the solutions to
this problem have been made. A brief overview of the derivation and analytic solution
for this problem will be given in this chapter, along with numerical evaluation of this
solution.

2.1

Basics of Tidal Deformation

As defined in the previous chapter, a tide on a three-dimensional body is the result of
the differential potential generated when a neighboring mass interacts gravitationally
with the primary body. Assume we have a body of radius R, density p, rigidity fi,
and Lame constant A at some distance a from a second body of mass M (Figure 2.1).
The second body will be considered to act as a point mass, and its gravity will cause a
tide of height 5R to be raised on the primary body. The second body will henceforth
be referred to as the tide-raiser.
At any position within the body upon which the tide is being raised, we can define
a potential which accounts for the different forces acting upon that element of mass.
At a point (r, 9), the second-order component of the tide-raising potential may be
written as
___
GM 9 ^
W2 =
^r^P2{cosd) .
Here r is the distance of the point from the center of the body and 9 is the angle
measured from the axis connecting the center of the body with the that of the tideraiser. G is the universal gravitational constant. Pn{cos9) is a Legendre polynomial
of order n. The case of primary interest occurs when n = 2. Prom the definition
of the potential in terms of Legendre polynomials, one sees that this corresponds
to the consideration of just second-order spherical harmonic deformations. Higher
order harmonics should just add small corrections to this mode. The potential W2
causes the body to deform, raising a tide of height SR on the surface of the body.
This height SR is proportional to the ratio of the original tide-raising potential to the

FIGURE 2.1. A planet of radius R with density p, rigidity /i and Lame constant A is
tidally distorted by an amount 5R due to a mass M at a distance of a.
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surface gravity of the body, g;
6R^--W2iRJ).
9

The proportionaUty constant h is known as the Love number. This number quantifies
how much the outer surface of the body will deform under the influence of the tideraising potential. There is a different response for each component of the imposed
tidal potential. In this work, we will only consider the tidal potential proportional to
the second harmonic and the associated response.
Love considered the tidal deformation of two particular initial states of the body.
Firstly, he took a body which initially had homogeneous density and elastic parame
ters and which was incompressible [22]. For this case, he obtained the Love number
h.
=
'hncomp
-i

,

"1"

5
2

19^ '
2pgR

Secondly, Love considered a more general case for a body of arbitrary compressibility,
but again with initially homogeneous density and elasticity [21]. Note that compress
ibility is related to the material parameter A and the incompressible case corresponds
to letting A -> DO. Next I discuss the more general case of a compressible body.

2.2

Love's Tidal Governing Equations

As mentioned above, Love considered the tide-raising problem on a compressible
sphere of uniform density and elasticity. Note that self-gravity will cause a compress
ible sphere to compress until an equilibrium is reached. This equilibrium will have
some density distribution and a radial distribution of stresses, possibly different from
the state before self-gravitational collapse. It is important to note that Love inves
tigated the case of a body which has uniform density and uniform elastic properties
after this self-gravitational collapse has occurred. This initial condition is rather un
realistic for planets, but this simple model admits an analytic solution which contains
many features that are integral to more complex models.
The equations governing the tidal deformation of the compressible homogeneous
sphere are derived in Appendix A in a manner slightly different from that used
by Love in [21]. Assumptions implicitly used by Love will be made more explicit.
The method of solution for these governing equations is presented in Appendix B.
Hurford et. al. give a complete form for the solution for n = 2 (the dominant tidal
harmonic) [15]. The Love number for the compressible sphere is given by
h'zomp
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where a and 0 can be written in terms of the physical parameters of the body,
^.2 _ pgR

1
2+ ^

XY

16 + 6 - 1 + 2

and
Ay

pgR

16 + 6 - 1

2 + ^f i .

-2

Notice that here, as in the incompressible case, /i is a function of the ratio of the
rigidity to the compressibility,
and the effective gravitational rigidity, which is
defined by the ratio

2.3

Evaluation of Love's Solution

Love originally published this work on tides as a part of his book entitled Some
Problems of Geodynamics [21]. As the title suggests, Love was mainly interested
in studying tides in the context of the Earth. Due to the limited computational
capabilities of the time, he only evaluated his compressible homogeneous sphere tidal
solution for two cases, both of which used parameter values similar to those of the
bulk earth [22]. The two sets of parameter values used by Love are given in Table
2.1.
TABLE 2.1. Love's material parameter values
Parameter Love case 1 Love case 2
a

3

3.3

P

2

2.1

25
46

1944
2041

24
5

1107
224

pgR
n

Using modern computing, evaluation of Love's analytic solution may be performed
easily for many more values of|
and
Rather than trying to compare various val
ues of the Love number h, one often considers the tidal enhancement instead. Tidal
enhancement is basically a measure of the relative amplitude of a tide on a compress
ible and incompressible body, ^incomp . One expects the enhancement to increase as a
body becomes more and more compressible. This is because when all else is fixed,
the more compressible a body is, the more it is able to deform in response to the tidal
potential and thus reach a higher tidal amplitude.
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Looking at a range of material parameter values around those which Love con
sidered, one sees a straightforward relationship between compressibility and tidal
enhancement (Figure 2.2). As the compressibility increases, so too does the en
hancement in a roughly lineaj manner. However, as the range of compressibility is
expanded, one sees that the enhancement begins to increase at an increasing rate
as the body becomes more compressible (Figure 2.3). Also, this steepening of the
curve is highly dependent upon the parameter
This makes sense because this
parameter is dependent upon the rigidity, and bodies that are less rigid should deform
more easily compared with more rigid bodies. Also, the size and mass of the body are
strongly correlated with the tidal height. Larger, more dense bodies will, in general,
have a greater tidal enhancement compared to that of smaller, less dense bodies.
As Figure 2.3 indicates, the steepening of the curve for the enhancement as a
function of|is dependent upon
To study this more fully, consider increasing
the radius by 20%, while keeping the density, rigidity and compressibility values
constant. This increase in radius will cause a corresponding change in the surface
gravity, g. Figure 2.4 shows the result when we perform this increase in radius. Here
f = 7.0, which can be compared with the values ^ = 4.8 and ^ = 4.94 used in the
previous cases. The functional dependence exhibited in Figure 2.4 is remarkable. The
amplitude enhancement increases steadily for small values of f and then increases at
a dramatic rate and the enhancement tends to infinity as|approaches a value of
1.442. After passing through the singularity, tidal enhancement actually becomes
negative, indicating a contraction rather than an expansion of the material in the
direction of the tide-raiser. Note that Figure 2.4 may appear to be a set of discrete
points, but this a direct result of the fact that the solution is evaluated numerically
over a grid. There is every reason to suppose that this is indeed a continuous curve,
it is just that the method used to find the solution has difficulty resolving lines that
are almost vertical or horizontal.
The presence of singularities in the tidal enhancement is not confined to those
parameter values depicted in Figure 2.4. In fact, in some cases there are multiple
singularities for a given value of
Plotting the curves for various values of this
effective gravitational rigidity,
shows the increasing number of instabilities 2.5.
Notice that a body which is roughly as dense as the bulk Earth and having the same
rigidity as the bulk Earth, but 5 times larger, would have singularities in the tidal
enhancement for multiple values of the compressibility.
In order to better understand the occurrence of the singularities and their depen
dence on the material parameters, we can look at the distribution of the singularity
loci in the complete parameter space. The curves in Figure 2.6 depict the locations of
the instability in the space spanned by the two parameters, f and
For reference,
if we look at the fourth plot in Figure 2.5, corresponding to ^ = 100, we see there
are four singularities between f = 0 and approximately f — 1.5. Now, looking at
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Figure 2.6 we can trace a horizontal line corresponding to
= 100. We find that
this horizontal line intersects four different curves. These four points of intersection
correspond to the loci of the instabilities observed in the fourth plot of Figure 2.5.
The gray band across the center of Figure 2.6 corresponds to what is considered to
be parameter values for realistic geophysical materials [32]. Also, the material values
for the Earth are indicated on this figure. The material parameter values for the
Earth, along with Venus, lie below the lowest curve of instability loci. This indicates
that these bodies are not affected by the extreme tides present near some material
parameter values. Also, one sees that the curves for the instability loci appear to
become tangent to the y-axis. There appear to be no instabilities for the cases of
incompressibility and that of zero rigidity (i.e. fluid body). However, the location of
the instabilities appear to become arbitrarily close to those values of incompressibility
and zero rigidity.

2.4

Analysis of Singular Solutions to Love's Tidal Model

To better understand the nature of the singularities observed in Love's tidal model,
one can consider the deformation process in detail for values of the material parame
ters near and far from an observed instability. For the singularity shown in Figure 2.4,
we can consider taking six representative cases along this curve, as shown in Figure
2.7.
Thus far, we have primarily been considering the Love number, h , to measure
the deformation. The Love number only provides information about the deformation
of the surface along the axis connecting the center of the body with that of the
tide-raiser. The radial deformation in the interior may be found using
Ur{r,e) = - ^ W 2 { R , e ) .

(2.3)

9

Here r is the distance from the center of the body and, as usual, R is the radius of
the body. The function h{r) is referred to as the Love function and the evaluation
of the function at r = i? gives the Love number h. The Love function h{r) may be
found by solving the equations of motion for
and using Equation 2.3. Figure 2.8
depicts the radial deformation of the interior of the body along the direction of the
tide-raiser and perpendicular to that direction. The values of M — 5.88 x lO^^kg and
a — 3.84 X 10®m were used here, which correspond to the values for the Earth-Moon
system. As we move from point 1 to point 3 on Figure 2.7, the upper left graph in
Figure 2.8 shows that the magnitude of the internal displacement, in the direction of
the tide-raiser, also increases. As we move from point 4 to point 6, however, the upper
right graph in Figure 2.8 shows a decrease in the internal displacement. This result
will be better understood when the change in density distribution in the interior is
considered Figure 2.9. The radial displacement perpendicular to the direction of the
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tide-raiser behaves in an opposite manner from that of the radial displacement in the
direction of the tide-raiser.
The maximal displacement is actually not at the surface, but rather at about
0.8R from the center of the body. This location of maximal radial displacement is
reasonable if one looks at the related, simpler problem of the self-gravitational collapse
of a uniform sphere. Landau and Lifschitz show that there is a critical radius for this
problem before which the body expands and beyond which the body contracts [19].
This critical radius is at a location similar to that observed in the tidal problem.
For these six cases, we can look at the change in density throughout the interior.
The change in density is found from the divergence of the displacement vector, and
is given by

Figure 2.9 shows the change in density scaled by the initial density, p. Firstly, notice
that even for cases 3 and 4, for which the tidal enhancement is quite large, the
magnitude of the change in density and change in radius is quite small. The upper
right graph of Figure 2.9 shows that the density change is greatest at approximately
0.8i?, the same location where the radial displacement was maximal. That graph
shows that primarily the body is expanded in the direction of the tide-raiser, resulting
in a decrease in the density along this axis. The opposite is true for the cases of
negative tidal enhancement. This means that for the negative enhancement cases (i.e.
cases 4-6), the body is actually becoming more dense along the axis in the direction
of the tide-raiser. Coupling this with the fact that the radius contracts along this axis
gives a coherent picture for how these strange deformations are actually physically
possible. The tide-raiser causes an increase in density in that direction even though
the radius is decreasing.
To further investigate the mechanics of deformation inside the body, consider
the change in perturbing potential inside the body. Love defines a function, k{r),
describing the relative magnitudes of the perturbing potential and the tide-raising
potential [21]. For example, the tide-raising potential causes a redistribution of mass
in the interior and self-gravitation acts upon this perturbation and further deforms
the body. The k{r) function quantifies the relative magnitudes of these potentials
acting to deform the body.
(2.4)

(2.5)
Figure 2.10 shows the function k { r ) for the various enhancement cases. The cases
with significant tidal enhancement (i.e. cases 2 and 3), have perturbing potentials
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which become much greater than the tide-raising potential. Since k{r) is negative for
these cases, the perturbing potential opposes the tide-raising potential except near
the surface where it reinforces the tide. Thus, at the surface, self-gravity seems to
drive the amplitude of the tidal deformation higher. The opposite is true for the cases
of negative enhancement (i.e. cases 4-6). The perturbing potential near the surface
in these cases is much larger than the tide-raising potential and acts in the opposite
direction. This causes mass to be retracted along the direction of tide raiser, hence
the deformations sees in Figure 2.8.
The simple case of the tidal deformation of a homogeneous sphere has been shown
to exhibit some rather surprising and significant behaviors that have gone previously
unstudied. When presented with these results showing that extreme tidal amplitudes
are possible in this case, many dismiss these results due to the fact that a uniform
density is believed to be unrealistic for planetary bodies. Thus, in the following
chapter, the results which have been shown for a uniform body will be expanded
to include bodies with initially radially varying density and elasticity. In so doing,
we will be able to examine the effect of tides on bodies that are initially denser at
the center than at the outside. This initial configuration is a much better physical
representation of real planetary bodies.
Recall, Love's model uses linear elasticity theory. This theory is good only for de
formations that are small relative to the size of the body. Thus, when tidal amplitudes
approach infinity, the theory of linear elasticity is no longer applicable. Therefore, the
above analysis of Love's model cannot state that tidal amplitudes are going to infinity.
However,
v oo does not necessarily imply that 5R is not small compared with
R. It is possible to have an arbitrarily small tide-raiser produce a tide of finite, even
substantial, amplitude. In Chapter 4, the problem of self-gravitation will be treated
using exact elasticity theory. The necessity of treating only small deformations will
no longer be an issue. Also, it has been hypothesized that self-gravitation may be the
driving force behind the tidal instabilities and this non-linear model will allow us to
study the stability of gravitation in isolation.
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Chapter 3

TIDES ON A SPHERE WITH RADIALLY VARYING
DENSITY AND ELASTICITY
In Chapter 2, the deformation of a homogeneous sphere due to tidal forces was
considered. Singularities were found in the solution for this deformation. Since ho
mogeneous density profiles are rather unrealistic for planetary systems, we want to
consider what happens to the singularities observed for a homogeneous sphere as we
add a radial density profile. In addition, we consider what happens as the elastic
parameters are also allowed to vary with the radius.

3.1

Tidal Governing Equations for a Radially Varying Sphere

Love considered the tidal deformation of a sphere in which the initial density is
uniform throughout the sphere. This uniform density is the equilibrium configuration
of the sphere after it has undergone self-gravitational collapse, but before the tideraiser has been introduced. Love assumed a particular form for the deformation
vector, u, given by Equation B.4. In order to consider the effect of radial density
variation, the governing equations must first be rewritten.
In the governing equations used by Love (Equation B.l), the density and elastic
ity parameters were assumed to be constant, and thus were factored out of the terms
involving differentiation. Now, assuming that the initial density and elastic param
eters are functions of the radius, the product rule must be applied to these terms
involving differentiation of the density and elastic parameters. The derivation of the
governing equations for the case of radial varying density and elasticity is presented in
Appendix C. This derivation is similar to that given by Hoskins in his consideration
of this problem [13]. Assumptions about the form of the various components of the
tidal potential are made explicit and Hoskin's formulation is expanded to include a
more general form of material parameter variation. Also, notation more like that of
Love is used in Appendix C, which allows easier comparisons between the radial
varying model and the homogeneous model. The material parameters are assumed
to vary radially according to
p = P q ( l + kiC +

+ •••)

A = Ao(l 4- hi( + /i2C^ + •••)

(3.1)

fj, = fiQ ( l + h i ( + /i2C^ + •••) 1
where ( = ^ and po, AQ and no, are constants. The
and
are constants related
to the magnitude of the variation in the density and elastic moduli. (Note that the
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h used here is not related to the Love number introduced in the previous chapter.)
It should be noted that the governing equations derived in Appendix C, given by
Equations C.l, C.2, and C.5, are a more general case than those derived in Appendix
A, because in addition to the radial variation of the density and elasticity, they allow
for time variable solutions. With these generalities, it is no longer possible to find
a closed form, analytic solution as given by Love in Equation B.4. Due to this, we
adopt slightly different notation for the radial variable case, which makes finding a
solution to this complicated system more computationally convenient.
Instead of a closed form solution, a series solution to the governing equations given
by Equations C.l, C.2, and C.5 will be sought. Again, following the method used by
Hoskins [13], solutions to several particular cases of these tidal governing equations
are given in Appendix D.
Now that we have governing equations and a solution for the deformation of a
sphere of radial variable material under tides, one might ask what would be realistic
profiles for the material parameter variations. For the density, a good starting point
may be the profile created by the self-gravitational collapse of a uniform sphere.
Landau and Lifschitz considered this problem [19], and upon solving found that the
radial deformation is given by

"=

gpoR{l-2a){l + a)
WE{!-<,)

fS-a

r^\
-W)-

Here a is the Poisson ratio and E is the Young's modulus, or modulus of extension, of
the material. The Poisson ratio measures the ratio of the transverse compression to
the longitudinal extension of the material. The Poisson ratio and Young's modulus
are related to our familiar compressibility and rigidity through the following relations:
Eo
(1 - 2a) (1 + a )

_

^

^
2(1+ 0")'

The new density profile of the deformed body may be found by taking the divergence
of the deformation given in Equation 3.2, in this case just
divided by the initial
density, pQ. The density profile after self-gravitational collapse can be written in the
form, p = Pq

where pq and k are constants dependent upon the material

parameters and the gravitational constant. Thus, to consider tides raised on a body
that has earher collapsed symmetrically under its own gravitation, we focus primarily
on the case in which the density variation is quadratic in a = ^ (see case 2 in
Appendix D).
A slightly more difficult question is to find a physically realistic initial profile for
the elastic properties of the material. The behavior of the density, rigidity, and com
pressibility of materials under the changing conditions of temperature and pressure
found within planetary bodies has been well studied. We must rely heavily upon
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seismological information that can be deduced from measurements of the Earth and
other solar system bodies. Takeuchi gives a plot of the rigidity, yu, and the compress
ibility, A, versus the radius for the Earth [29]. The Earth is actually a multilayered
body, so assuming a continuous function for the elasticity (or density) as a function
of the radius is not perfect model for the Earth. However, from the Takeuchi plot, it
can be seen that a form for the elastic parameters in which the variation is quadratic
in a = ^ is a reasonable first approximation for the Earth, with constant k
0.3.
Putting this together with the information about the density variation, we will assume
the material parameters vary according to
p = Po{ l - k a ^ ) ,
II = fio {1 - ha^) ,
A = Ao (l — ha^) .

(3.3)

This is a simpler form of the more general polynomial series representation assumed
earlier.
To solve the equations of motion, the components of the displacement are assumed
to be an infinite series in a with unknown coeflBcients. The equations of motion give a
recursive relationship for the coefficients of the series in terms of the initial coefficient
of each series. There are three degrees of freedom in the system, thus, by the equations
of motion we can reduce the deformation series solutions to three sets of constants
(found by summing the series in which each term depends on the initial coefficient)
multiplied by the unknown coefficients. The three boundary conditions give a system
of three linear equations in the three unknown coefficients. Solving this system gives
the complete solution for the deformation. A summary of the solution for the tidal
deformation of a sphere with quadratically varying density and elasticity is given in
Appendix D.

3.2

Analysis of Solutions for Radial Varying Density

First, in order to study the effect of adding radial density variation alone on the
solutions presented in Chapter 2, let k be some number and ft. = 0 in Equation 3.4.
The value of k lies in the range between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to the case of
uniform density (Chapter 2) and larger values of k correspond to bodies which are
increasingly dense at the center relative to the surface.
Firstly, we can confirm that the solution in the case of uniform density agrees with
that given by Love. The series solution to the new governing equations when k = 0
gives a solution which matches that given in the previous chapter and by Love. When
a very small density gradient is added, it produces a small change in the Love number
compared with the uniform case. Figure 3.1 shows a singularity in the solution of the
Love number as a function of ^ when ^ = 7.0 for a very small density gradient given
by k — 0.05. This can be compared with Figure 2.4, in which the same problem is
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considered, but without the small gradient in the density. Figure 3.2 shows multiple
singularities in the solution for
= 100 and the same small density gradient. This
figure is comparable to the uniform case solution shown in Figure 2.5. When adding
the density gradient to the tidal problem, we adjusted the equations of motion and
changed the assumed solution form and method of solution. Nevertheless, the solution
for small density gradient matches closely with that for a uniform sphere, and the
singularities in the solution persist. Now that we have shown the consistency between
the uniform case using the Love solution and the small density variation case using
the variable profile solution, we will investigate the effect of adding a greater density
gradient on the solution, and in particular, the effect on singularities.
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FIGURE 3.1. The Love number, /I2, is shown as a function of|
for ^ = 7.0 and
initial density profile described by /> = /jq (1 where a =
A singularity is
seen in the solution at ^ = 1.44. This graph can be compared with the homogeneous
case depicted in Figure 2.4.
As a body gets more dense at the center relative to the surface (large k ) , the loci
of the singularities move in parameter space. First, consider the singularity depicted
in Figure 3.1. As the value of k is increased, the singularity moves to the right (Figure
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3.3). This means that as the gradient in density increases, the singularity occurs for
more and more compressible materials. A steeper density gradient corresponds to a
greater mass towards the center of the body. This greater mass at the center of the
body causes a stronger self-gravitational pull towards the center of the material near
the outside of the body. The fact that the singularity occurs for more compressible
materials as the density gradient is increased is reasonable, because a more compress
ible material would allow greater tidal deformation and allow the body to overcome
the increasingly strong self-gravitational force.
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FIGURE 3.3. The Love number is shown as a function of fA for ^ = 7.0 and initial
density profile described by p = po{l — ka^), where a =
The increasing k values
correspond to increasing initial density gradients. As the density at the center relative
to the surface increases (i.e. k increases), the singularity occurs for more compressible
materials.
However, there is more complexity to the dependence of the singularity loci on
the density profile. In the above example, as the density at the center becomes very
large compared to the density near the surface, the singularities actually switch and
start occurring for less compressible materials. In Figure 3.4, one sees the solution for
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the Love number as a function of
for ^ = 7.0, plotted for a number of different
values of the density gradient, given by k. Notice as k is increased from 0 to 0.5 the
singularities occured for more and more compressible materials {as was depicted in
Figure 3.3). Near k = 0.5, a critical reversal occurs and the singularity locus moves
towards lower values of the compressibility as the density gradient is increased. This
reversal possibly indicates a critical balance between the tidal potential and the selfgravitational potential. Further investigation of the nature of this reversal, including
careful consideration of the relative magnitudes of the perturbing potentials, will be
left for future work.
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FIGURE 3.4. The Love number is shown as a function of ^A for ^
= 7.0 and initial
^
density profile described by p = po (1 — ka^), where a = ^. As the density at the
center relative to the surface increases (i.e. k increasing), the singularity occurs for
more compressible materials until the turn around at k — 0.5, when the singularity
moves back towards less compressible materials.
The effect of changes in the density profile have been considered for fixed values
of
and will now be investigated for fixed values of the other material parameter.
Figure 3.5 shows the Love number as a function of ^ for|= 1.5 and a small
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radial variation in the density given by k = 0.05. This graph corresponds to taking
a vertical slice through the graph of the singularity loci in the complete parameter
space shown in Figure 2.6, but with a k that is slightly larger than zero. Notice
the presence of six different singularities. As the density gradient is increased, the
singularities are shifted in parameter space. This can be seen in Figure 3.6 where
solutions for the uniform case {k — 0) are shown together with those for a moderate
density gradient {k = 0.2). As k is increased, the singularity locus is moved towards
smaller values of
This shift can be thought of in a couple of ways. Firstly, the
singularity occurs for larger values of the rigidity, which could imply that rigidity plays
a stronger role in opposing self-gravitational collapse than it does in opposing tidal
deformation. Since the magnitude of the self-gravitational force is increased as the
density gradient is increased, the rigidity will play an increasingly key role in opposing
this motion, and it is only for larger values of the rigidity that the tidal potential is
able to overcome the radial collapse. Along a different line, the singularity can be
thought of as occurring for smaller values of the surface gravity, g, as the density
gradient is steepened. The tidal potential amplitude seems to become large enough
to overcome the self-gravitational potential as the surface gravity is decreased. These
two explanations provide some possible insight into the shift in the position of the
singularities when the density profile is varied and the ratio f is fixed.
Further, in Figure 3.6, notice that there is a greater shift in the location of the
singularity loci for larger values of
The reason for this difference in shift is not
readily apparent here, but after some analysis in Chapter 4 a possible explanation
for this phenomena will be presented. Basically, the singularities which are shifted
less as the density is increased are stronger instabilities than those which are readily
shifted with increasing density.
Consider another interesting phenomena of the singularity behavior for increasing
density gradients. Figure 3.7 is analogous to that shown in Figure 3.6, but for a
much steeper density profile. Notice that some of the singularities seem to reverse
direction; i.e. the solution tends to infinity rather than negative infinity, or vice
versa. Mathematically the sign of the solution when it diverges is not a critical
property of a singularity. In fact, for many problems, numerical solution techniques
become unstable near singularities in the actual solution and these numerical solutions
could diverge to plus or minus infinity. The sign of the divergent solution could vary
for different runs of the solver. Although not necessarily a critical feature of the
singularity, the reversal of divergent behavior shown in 3.7 is interesting, because
its onset consistently occurs for a particular value of k. Further insight comes from
considering the shift of singularity loci in the complete parameter space.
We already considered the loci for Love's solution for a uniform sphere. A plot
of the location of the singularity loci in the space spanned by ^ and|was shown
in Figure 2.6. Figure 3.8 depicts the same graph, but for a small variation in the
density profile given by k = 0.05. The structure of these two figures is virtually
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and initial density profile described by p = po (1 — ka^), where a = ^. Multiple
singularities are seen in the solution.
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indistinguishable, although in Figure 3.8 the loci have moved down very slightly. More
interestingly, we can consider the effect of steadily increasing the density variation. In
Figure 3.9, each curve of singularity loci seems to be shifted primarily downward as
k is increased. This net movement in parameter space follows from the discussion of
the movements along horizontal and vertical slices of this graph which were discussed
in conjunction with Figures 3.3 and 3.6.
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FIGURE 3.8. This graph depicts the locations of the loci of the singularities for
various values of the material parameters when k = 0.05 and h = 0 (i.e. homogeneous
material). This plot of the singularities corresponds to that of Figure 2.6, but with a
very small density gradient in the initial body.
The precise details of the singularity loci shift (like that shown in Figure 3.9) can
be examined over a wider range of k values by looking at a series of plots of the location
of the loci for increasing k values. First, the uniform density case {k = 0), is shown
in Figure 3.10. Increasing the density variation to k = 0.25 causes a nonuniform
downward shift of the loci, where the higher curves are shifted by a greater amount
(Figure 3.11). Interestingly, as the density variation is further increased to a value of
k = 0.5, we see a joining of the previously separate loci curves (Figure 3.12). Further
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singularity loci move downward as the density gradient is steepened. Singularities
corresponding to less rigid materials (upper points) move more compaxed with the
more rigid bodies (lower points).
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increase to k = 0.75 shows a dramatic combination of the upper loci curves into a
more dense region of instabilities (Figure 3.13). Notice that the location of the lowest
curve's position is approximately fixed for every k value. In the following chapter, a
possible explanation for the invariance of the first loci curve will be given, namely that
this corresponds somehow to a most unstable mode for the problem. The collision of
the other locus curves will also be discussed at that time. Related to this, in Figure
3.7, a reversal in the sign of the divergence was noticed for some singularities. It can
now be seen that this reversal corresponds to the combination of two different loci
curves.
k=0, h—0
200

180
160

140
120
q: 100

0.5
FIGURE 3.10. This graph depicts the locations of the singularity loci for k = h — 0 .
Note that these curves also appear as one of the three cases in Figure 3.9.

3.3

Analysis of Solutions for Radial Varying Elasticity

Let us now move from looking at the effect of density variation to the consideration of
results obtained when allowing the elastic parameters to vary with radius. In general,
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FIGURE 3.11. This graph depicts the locations of the singularity loci for k = 0.25
and h — 0. Compare the shift in the loci relative to those of Figure 3.10.
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FIGURE 3.12. This graph depicts the locations of the singularity loci for k = 0.5
h = 0. Notice the combination of loci curves when compared with Figure 3.11.
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FIGURE 3.13. This graph depicts the locations of the singularity loci for k — 0.75
and h — 0. Notice the extreme combination of loci curves into a solid unstable region
when compared with 3.12.
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we expect the magnitude of the variation in elasticity to be smaller than that for
the variation in density [29]. When we consider the configuration resulting from the
self-gravitational collapse of an initially uniform sphere, the difference between the
interior and exterior density is, in general, greater than that for the compressibility
and rigidity.
In Figure 3.3, the Love number was shown as a function of|for a fixed value
of
and several initial density profiles. Figure 3.14 gives an analogous result, but
w i t h i n i t i a l e l a s t i c i t y profiles r a t h e r t h a n i n i t i a l d e n s i t y profiles. T h e v a l u e h = 0
corresponds to an initially uniformly elastic sphere. Increasing h gives initial profiles
with increasingly rigid and less compressible material at the center of the sphere
relative to the surface. First, note that the singularities persist as an initial gradient
in the elastic parameters is added. Further, as the elasticity gradient is increased
(increasing h), the singularities are moved to the left and thus occur for decreasing
values of the compressibility. A complicated balance between the potential due to
self-gravitation and that due to tides result in this movement of the singularities.
Notice that for h as small as 0.1, a single singularity loci can be moved entirely out
of the realm of physically meaningful parameter space.
Figure 3.6 showed the Love number as a function of ^ for fixed value of f and
several initial density profiles. Figure 3.15 gives a similar result, but with a initial
variations in the elasticity rather than the density. As the elasticity variation is
increased, the singularities occur for smaller values of
The singularities on the
right of this figure are moved further than those on the left side. This is similar to
the behavior observed for the case of density variation. Again, this is thought to
be related to the strength of the singularity and will be discussed more fully in the
following chapter.
Finally, we can look at the evolution of the location of the singularity loci in
the complete parameter space, spanned by f and
as the elasticity gradient is
increased (Figure 3.16). The movement of the singularity loci for increasing h is very
similar to that for small values of increasing k. The loci curves move downward as h
is increased, and the higher curves move more than the lower curves. As in the case
of density gradient, the singularities appear to grow increasingly close to the ^ axis.
The effect of adding radial density and elasticity profiles have been studied in
isolation. These can be combined to give the deformations for spheres with both
initially variable density and elasticity. The contribution to the deformation by the
radially varying elasticity can be combined with the contribution due to the radially
varying density to provide a picture of the net deformation for a body with both
density and elasticity radial profiles.

It has been shown that the singularities observed in the tidal deformation of a
uniform sphere persist as the initial configuration is changed to include a radially
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varying density or elasticity profile. After self-gravitational collapse on a sphere, we
expect to have some variation of the density with radius and inclusion of this variation
makes for a physically reasonable starting condition for the tidal deformation studies.
Also, recall that the radially varying density and elasticity model used an entirely
different solution method from that used by Love. This makes it unlikely that the
singularities observed are a mathematical artifact of some sort resulting from the
solution process. Two different methods confirmed the existence and location of the
singularities.
In the following chapter, the fundamental nature of the tidal singularities will be
explored. In particular, a careful look at the exact mechanics of the self-gravitational
collapse of a sphere will be used to draw conclusions about the forces driving the tidal
deformations.
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Chapter 4

GRAVITATION ON A HOMOGENEOUS SPHERE USING
EXACT-ELASTICITY
In order to further investigate the nature of the singularities observed in the tidal
deformation problems examined thus far, we now consider an exact-elastic formulation
of the self-gravitational collapse of a sphere. Prom this study, we can obtain a deeper
understanding of the nature and structure of the singularities observed in the more
complicated tidal deformation problem.
Elasticity theory is characterized by three major components. First, the geometry
of a deformation is described by a strain tensor. A constitutive relationship between
the stress and strain is then assumed. Finally, an equation expressing the balance
of the stresses and the outside forces is formed in order to account for the mechan
ics of the problem. Linear elasticity theory assumes an infinitesimal strain tensor,
in which the higher-order terms have been neglected. Also, a linear (Hookian) rela
tionship between the stress and strain is assumed. Exact-elasticity theory involves
no truncation of the strain tensor, and thus allows for a more generalized form of
the deformation. Exact-elasticity theory also allows for the selection of a non-linear
free-energy function relating the stress and strain. In this way, exact-elasticity may
be used for deformations that are not necessarily small and for modeling non-linear
material response.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, Landau and Lifschitz considered the collapse of a
homogeneous sphere under self-gravity using linear elasticity [19]. Their model is very
instructive in that it gives the density profile taken on by an initially homogeneous
body once it has undergone a radially symmetric gravitational collapse. An exactelastic formulation of this same self-gravity problem can add several critical new
aspects to our understanding of this problem. Exact-elasticity theory may be used
to find the non-linear corrections to the linear elastic deformation. It is possible that
some critical behavior of the solution is lost in the linear approximation, or that the
approximation causes some spurious behavior to emerge in the solution. Also, the use
of an exact-elastic formulation alleviates the small deformation restriction required
when using the linear elastic approximation. The ability to model any amplitude
of deformation is a major advantage of using exact-elasticity. Another advantage
of exact-elasticity is the freedom in selecting the constitutive relationship for each
problem. Various free energy functions may be used to model different material
properties. Finally, when using an exact-elastic formulation, it is possible to perturb
about pre-stressed states, allowing the stability of a deformed body to be readily
studied. For our self-gravity problem, although the force acting on the system is
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radially symmetric and the gravitational collapse produces a radially symmetric state,
it may be possible to have a solution that is unstable with respect to non-radially
symmetric disturbances. Although advantageous in many regards, exact-elasticity
has a major drawback when compared with linear elasticity namely, the difficulty in
obtaining analytic solutions when dealing with highly non-linear equations.
We now consider the details of an exact-elastic model for self-gravitation on a
sphere, and the stability calculations for such a model.

4.1

Deformation of a Homogeneous Solid Sphere due to SelfGravity

Assume we have a spherical body of homogeneous density, p, and radius, B. We
will consider the deformation of this body under a self-gravitational force. The force
due to self-gravity is directed radially inward, and we will thus assume that the body
is only deformed in the radial direction. Appendix E gives a derivation for the
equation for the radial deformation, denoted by f{R), where J? is a radial distance in
the body. Basically, a constitutive relationship is used to relate the stress and strain
for this deformation. The constitutive relationship involves a free energy function,
W, dependent upon the invariants of the deformation. The function W contains two
material parameters, ^ and u, that can be varied to study materials with different
rigidity and compressibility values. These material parameters can be related to
those used in the linear elastic tidal problems in Chapters 2 and 3, via non-trivial
calculations.
A gravitational body force is used in constructing the equations of motion. This
force is given by F = —aR, where a =
Here G is the universal gravitational
constant. The a is an additional material parameter for our problem.
For boundary conditions, it will be assumed that there is no deformation at the
center of the body, and that the stress normal to the surface is zero. The shear along
the surface is identically zero, so no boundary condition is needed to enforce this
surface value.
This gives us a single second-order differential equation for f { R ) with boundary
conditions given by a simple condition at the center of the body, /(O) = 0, and a more
complicated, non-linear condition at the surface of the sphere. Once this system is
solved for f{R), we can consider a non-radial perturbation about this solution. The
spherical coordinates for our problem are given by {R, 0, (p). We will assume that the
perturbation in the radial direction depends on R and 9, and in the 9 direction also
depends on R and 9. A perturbation that is proportional to spherical harmonics will
be sought and, due to the symmetry of these harmonics, we will assume that the (j)
direction is unchanged in the perturbed body. The perturbation described here can
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be written as
^ ' = f ( ^ )+ J2'Un{R)Ln{d)
n

e' = e + Y . e V r , { R ) L n { e ) .
n

Here L„(0) is the nth-order Legendre polynomial, R' is the deformed radius, 6' is the
deformed angle 6, and Un{R) and Vn{R) are the incremental solutions that we wish
to find.
The incremental equations are very complicated and in order not to unduly break
the narrative their detailed form is given in the appendices. Appendix E gives the
complete derivation for the incremental equations for this problem. Appendix F
gives a derivation of the body force and incremental body force for the problem. For
a given mode n, the angular dependence can be eliminated from the equations found
in Appendix E, leaving two second-order differential equations for Un{R) and V„{R).
Like f{R), these functions must satisfy a boundary condition at the center and at the
surface. In summary, the equations governing the deformation are given by

(d-'viR) a v ( R )
S ' m dm
\ DN? ' DR ' ' '' an? ' SR

\ _ p.

J

'

where F is a non-linear function of f { R ) and its derivatives, G and H are linear
differential equations for U{R) and V{R), respectively. The
and F*0 terms are
the non-local incremental body force terms, and are given by a triple integral of
a function of the deformation functions, f{R), U{R), and V{R). The boundary
conditions are given by
/(O) = 0 , C/(0) = 0 , y{0) = 0

at the center, and

dR
at the surface, where M is a non-linear function of f { R ) and its derivatives and N
and P are linear in U(R) and V{R) respectively.
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If a non-trivial U „ { R ) that satisfies the incremental equations and boundary con
ditions can be found, this will indicate an instability in the self-gravitation problem.
For a given mode, n, we will search values of the material parameters to find which
produce such non-trivial Un{R) solutions.

4.2

Numerical Solution Methods

The equations governing the exact-elastic deformation of a homogeneous solid sphere
due to self-gravity are highly non-linear (Equation 4.1). A numerical solver must
be used to find solutions to this non-lineax boundary value problem. We choose a
shooting method to find solutions to the self-gravity problem. The boundary value
problem is rewritten as an initial value problem at the origin and the governing
equations are discretized and used to advance the solution to the surface of the sphere.
A bisection method is used to find the initial conditions for which the surface boundary
condition is satisfied. Note that the secant method and Newton's method both fail
for this problem due to the nonlinearities in the boundary condition at the surface.
Note that the numerical shooting method will not be useful for computing solu
tions to eigenvalue problems. For our purposes, this will mean that near a critical
bifurcation value for the incremental equation, the shooting method may converge to
a zero solution, while the actual solution could have an arbitrary, non-zero amplitude.
In other words, since the non-zero solution only exists for the precise material param
eter values and boundary conditions associated with the critical bifurcation value, the
shooting method which starts from a nearby condition will start converging to the
zero solution and never detect that at the precise critical point a non-zero solution is
also possible. Many studies of tides have been conducted using shooting algorithms
[23], and thus it is unsurprising that the singular type behavior of tides has not been
previously reported.
Once the underlying solution f { R ) is found it can be used in solving for the
incremental solution, Un{R) and Vn{R) (Equations 4.2 and 4.3). The incremental
solution can be found from a pair of second order, non-linear, integral boundary
value problems which are uncoupled except for the incremental body force integral
term. Non-linear integral boundary value problems are difficult to solve numerically,
however our knowledge of the underlying solution allows us to construct an iterative
scheme involving series approximations to the incremental solution.
First, note that the underlying solution f { R ) can be found from the numerical
shooting method technique described above. Alternatively, f{R) could be approx
imated by a series solution. Consider expanding f{R) in a series about the origin
and about the surface. The series solution about the origin is forced to satisfy the
inner boundary condition and the solution about the surface is required to satisfy the
outer boundary condition. We then require that the solutions coincide at some point
in the middle of the sphere and that the values of the derivatives at this point must
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agree. The series solution for f { R ) with just the first three terms is found to be a
very good approximation to the actual solution found by the shooting method. In
fact, the series solution just about the origin is a good approximation over the entire
interval and the expansion of the solution about both ends and joined in the middle
does not significantly affect the accuracy of the series solution. The technique of join
ing the expansions from both sides is, however, crucial for the incremental equations
which will be discussed in a moment. Figure 4.1 shows the numerical solution and
the approximate series solution for f(R) for a particular set of material parameter
values. Notice the close matching of the series, with just a small number of terms, to
the shooting method solution.
Consider for a moment neglecting the incremental force term in the incremental
equations (Equations 4.2 and 4.3). In this case, we no longer have an integral equation
and we are left with the much simpler problem of solving a pair of uncoupled, second
order, non-linear differential equations for U{R) and V{R), both of which depend on
the underlying solution, f{R). The incremental equations in this case may be solved
using a shooting method, as was used to find the underlying solution. Also, as was
done for f{R), a series solution in which the function was expanded from the left and
right and joined in the middle could be used to approximate the solution. The series
solution with just a small number of terms is in close agreement with the numerical
solution. In order to now account for the incremental body force term, which is given
by a non-local integral term, an iterative scheme can be used in which a previous
approximation is used in the evaluation of the integral term.
Specifically, the series solution for the incremental equations without the incre
mental body force term is used as a first approximation to the complete solution.
Recall that this solution closely matches that found by numerical techniques. This
series solution is then used to approximate the value of the integral term and a new
series solution is computed for the incremental equations including the approxima
tion to the integral term. This process is repeated, using the previous solution as an
approximation to the integral term for the next solution. The matching condition on
the left and right expansions is implemented after the process has been iterated suffi
ciently. The iterative process converges and the solution which this process converges
to is the series solution approximation to the solution of the complete incremental
equations, including the incremental body force term. It can be shown by physical
argument that the solutions, U{R) and V{R), are bounded below by the numerical
solution to the system with no incremental body force and above by the numerical
solution with a upper bound constant approximation to body force, thus indicating
that the function which the iterative series approximation method converges to is the
actual solution to the system.
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FIGURE 4.1. The solution for f { R ) found via shooting and series approximation is
plotted as a function of R. The series solution approximation is of the form f{R) —
ciR + C2R^. The material parameters are given by a = 10, ^
and v =
The
body is assumed to have an initial radius of 5 = 1.
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4.3

Analysis of Solutions for a Solid Compressible Sphere

First, let us consider the solution to the underlying equations of motion (Equation
4.1). The solution f{R) behaves very much as we would expect. For bodies with
small gravitational force (i.e. a Ri 0), we have that f{R) ~ R (Figure 4.2). With a
small force, we do not expect the body will not deform very much, so the solution
should be close to the undeformed state. As the magnitude of the gravitational force
is increased, we see corresponding changes in the deformation (Figure 4.3). Notice
that the maximum deformation occurs at a point within the body somewhat near the
surface. We observed a similar phenomena in the study of the tidal deformation, as
seen in Figure 2.8.
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FIGURE 4.2. The solution for f { R ) , found via shooting method, is plotted as a
function of R. The material parameters are given by a = 0, ^ = |, and = |. The
a = 0 corresponds to zero gravitational force.
The incremental equations solutions depend upon the underlying solution, f{R).
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FIGURE 4.3. The solution for f{R), found via shooting method, is plotted as a
function of R. The material parameters are given by a = 10, { =
and v =
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Once we have f { R ) for a given set of material parameters, we can find
using
the iterative series technique outlined in the previous section. We are predominantly
interested in finding the material parameter values for which Un{R) is non-trivial
(i.e. non-zero). In Figure 4.4, a plot of the parameter values for which Un{R) is
non-trivial is shown for n = 2,3,4. Notice that the curves for the various modes
are non-intersecting and of a form similar to those for the tidal problem given in
Figure 2.6. There is some subtlety involved in making this comparison between the
plots as a function of the linear elastic material parameters and those involving the
non-linear elastic parameters. Investigation into the relation between these two sets
of parameters will be considered in future work.
The solutions for a particular set of unstable parameter values are shown in Figure
4.5 for the n = 2 mode and in Figure 4.6 for the n = 3 mode. These solutions have
the structure of eigenfunctions of various modes, as would be expected. Higher-order
solutions continue to exhibit this same type of behavior, with the number of zeros of
the function increasing with n.
We have shown using exact-elasticity theory that there are values of material
parameters for which the self-gravitational collapse of a homogeneous sphere is un
stable with respect to non-radial perturbations. We have seen that the structure of
the bifurcation curves for various modes resemble the curves depicting the location
of the singularities in material parameter space for the tidal problem. In both the
self-gravitation and tidal case we see that the singularity loci curves and instabihty
curves are a set of non-overlapping curves that become tangent to the horizontal axis.
The singularities seen in the tidal problem can now be understood as being related
to the different unstable modes of self-gravitation. Recall that in the tidal problems
we were always just considering the n = 2 harmonic. The fact that we see multiple
harmonic instabilities due to self-gravitation in this single tidal harmonic solution is
quite possible. While we are just looking for the tidal solution given by a secondorder Legendre polynomial, there can still be instability generated in all modes of the
gravitational solution in this single tidal harmonic.
It was noted that the lowest singularity loci curve in parameter space for the tidal
deformation problem seemed to be nearly invariant as the density and elasticity were
varied. This makes sense in light of the discussion above. We were considering the
n = 2 tidal mode and it is quite reasonable that this mode would have the greatest
contribution from the n = 2 self-gravity mode. The greatest contribution conies from
the n = 2 mode and that mode is thus referred to as the most unstable mode for
both of these problems.
It thus seems that the self-gravitational forces are the dominant contributor to
the tidal deformations. In Section 4.1, we have considered the effect of perturbing
about the purely radial, non-linear self-gravitation solution. Analogously, we can
think of the small amplitude tides as the perturbation on the radially symmetric,
gravitating sphere. In light of this insight, the similarity in solution structure between
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FIGURE 4.4. The points at which there exists a non-trivial incremental solution,
U{R), are shown for the case of a solid, compressible sphere. The material parameter
space is spanned by u = u/( and a/fi. Each curve corresponds to a different mode,
where the solution is given by a Legendre polynomial of degree n. The n — 2,3,4
modes are shown in this figure.
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FIGURE 4.5. A nontrivial example of the radial incremental solution, U{R), is shown
for the n — 2 mode.
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FIGURE 4.6. A nontrivial example of the radial incremental solution, U { R ) , is shown
for the n = 3 mode.
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the exact-elastic self-gravity problem and the linear elastic tidal problem should not
be surprising.

4.4

Analysis of Solutions for a Solid Incompressible Sphere

Equations governing the deformation of an incompressible sphere due to gravity may
be found using a method similar to that which was used for the compressible sphere
problem. There are several important differences in formulation when considering
an incompressible body compared with a compressible one. An incompressibility
condition is used to assure that the volume of the body is fixed. Using the notation
of Appendix E, the third invariant of the strain tensor, 1^, is set equal to one.
The P pressure term becomes a lagrange multiplier and is used in the constitutive
relationship between the stress and the strain. Also, an incremental pressure term, 5P,
is used in the same manner in the incremental equations. For the solid, compressible
sphere, we had one equation for the underlying solution, f{R), and a pair of equations,
involving /(i?,), for the incremental solution, U{R) and V{R). In the case of an
incompressible body, we now have two equations for the underlying solution, f{R)
and P{R), and three equations for the incremental solution, U{R), V{R), and dP.
The case of a solid incompressible sphere is not the most interesting because the
underlying purely radial deformation is zero. If a solid body is spherically symmetric
and a radial force is applied, the body will not deform purely radially unless the mate
rial is compressible. However, incremental analysis shows that for the self-gravitating
incompressible sphere, certain parameter values are not stable with respect to nonradial perturbations. For incompressible solid bodies, we have one less material pa
rameter than for compressible bodies. Thus, the set of parameters for which the
system is radially unstable is no longer a two-dimensional curve, but rather a set
along one-dimension. In the case of a incompressible shell, we could however think of
the inner radius as an additional parameter. The case of an incompressible shell will
be discussed and a bifurcation curve for this problem will be given in the following
section.
With the exact-elasticity formalism in place, we can now easily extend our results
to several other forms of spherical gravitation problems.

4.5

Deformation of a Homogeneous Shell due to Self-Gravity

The equations discussed in Section 4.1 for a homogeneous solid sphere under selfgravity can be readily adapted to the study of spherically symmetric shells of finite
thickness by a change in the inner boundary condition and the gravitational force
term.
First, consider the case of a homogeneous, compressible shell over a completely
rigid, incompressible core. For the solid sphere, the inner boundary condition had
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been given by /(O) = 0, where f{R) is the underlying solution. If the shell has an
inner radius A, the inner boundary condition for the shell over a hard core is given by
f{A) = A. This condition fixes the shell to the core along the interface. The core could
have a density different from that of the shell. Thus, a change in the gravitational force
would be required. For the solid sphere, we had that Fg{R) = —aR, where a = ^np^G
and p is the density and G is the universal gravitational constant. For the shell over
the hard core, the gravitational force is now given by Fg{R) = —oi (^R — ^ j + a2a,
where ai — ^npfG and a2 = ^irplG. Here pi is the density of the shell and p2 is the
density of the hard core. Similar changes are also made to the incremental body force.
These changes in the inner boundary condition and in gravitational force allows our
previous solid sphere governing equations to be adapted for a shell over a hard core.
Similarly, slight changes in boundary conditions and gravitational force may be
used to give the equations governing a homogeneous, compressible shell over a hollow
core. For the inner boundary condition in the hollow core case, we assume the stress
normal to the inner surface of the shell is zero. This condition is given by grr |h=,4— 0,
where cr is the normal stress as defined in Appendix E. When compared with the
solid sphere case, the shell over a hollow core is missing mass in the center, and
this must be accounted for in the gravitational force term. Recall, for the solid
sphere, Fg{R) = —aR. For the shell ,with inner radius A, over the hollow core.
Analogous changes can be made in the incremental body
force term by subtracting off the contribution to the gravitational force of the inner
core material. A plot of the bifurcation curve depicting the location of the material
parameter values for which there exists non-radial instabilities for this case is given
in Figure 4.7.
The homogeneous, incompressible solid sphere equations can also be adapted to
model shells using modifications like those used for the compressible cases. Note,
however, there are some complications in the consideration of an incompressible shell
over a hard core. The underlying, purely radial, solution is just the original configu
ration since the body has no means to deform radially. It should be possible to find
an incremental solution which has non-radial components; however, the underlying
solution is actually a zero stress state, and we must perturb about a pre-stressed state.
In addition, since the underlying solution is not stressed, the incremental equations
carry no information about the gravitational force acting on the system. Further
consideration of this seemingly ill-posed problem will be left for future work.

4.6

Alternative Formalism for Exact Elastic Incremental Gov-I
erning Equations

In order to verify the findings of our gravitational deformation studies and to compare
these findings with known results for similar type problems, we consider here an
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FIGURE 4.7. The points at which there exists a non-trivial incremental solution.
U(R) are shown for the case of a incompressible shell under self-gravity. The material
parameter space shown is spanned by A, the inner radius of the body, and a/(. The
initial outer radius is assumed to be 1. Each curve corresponds to a different mode,
where the solution is given by a Legendre polynomial of degree n. The n = 2,3,4
modes are shown in this figure. The lowest curve is n = 2, the middle curve is n = 3,
and the upper curve is the n = 4 instability location.
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alternative formalism for expressing the exact elastic incremental governing equations.
In Appendix G, a summary of a the derivation of the equations governing the
incremental deformation of a body using a formalism due to Ogden [24] is given.
This method relies upon the ability to compute the second derivative of a scalar with
respect to a matrix. In Appendix H and Appendix I, two different methods for
computing these second derivatives are given.
For all of the cases considered thus far in this chapter, this alternative method
of formulating the equations produces identical results, thus giving a verification
of the bifurcation diagrams we observed. The method used previously (Appendix
E) had a distinct advantage in that the radial and angular incremental equations
were decoupled except for the integral term. In this alternative formalism, such a
decoupling no longer occurs and the two coupled equations must be combined into a
single fourth order equation, which is more difficult to solve numerically.
A great deal of work exists for the study of the bifurcation diagram for the de
formation of a shell under internal and external pressure [35, 5, 34, 4, 14]. Much of
this work has been done using the alternative formalism just described. The limit of
vanishing gravitation should be a non-singular limit, and thus we would expect that
with modification of the boundary conditions to allow for surface pressure, our study
of a self-gravitating shell should reduce to the simpler shell under pressure model
in the limit as the gravitational force tends to zero. It should thus be possible to
compare the effect of adding a gravitational force on the structure of the bifurcation
curves. A detailed study of these effects will be left to future work. As a preliminary
vahdation, notice the similarity in bifurcation curves of the case of a shell under selfgravity shown in Figure 4.7 and the case of a shell under internal pressure considered
by Ogden shown in Figure 4.8 [24]. In both figures, the bifurcation curves of various
modes are non-intersecting and all appear to approach the same axis asymptotically.
Using an exact-elastic model for self-gravitation on a sphere, we have gained
greater insight into the singularities observed in the tidal deformation problems.
Most significantly, it has been shown that instabilities exist in the self-gravitation
problem. The modal structure of these instabilities gives us greater understanding of
the distinct singularity loci curves observed in the tidal problem.
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FIGURE 4.8. Figure from Non-Linear Elastic Deformations by R.W. Ogden [24].
The bifurcation curves for a spherical shell under pressure are given.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In the investigations of the deformation of a spherical body due to self-gravitational
and tidal forces, several results are especially notable. First, the most simple linear
elastic tidal model for a homogeneous solid sphere was shown to exhibit solutions
for which an infinitesimal tide raiser could raise a tide of arbitrary height. These
singularities lie along distinct curves in a parameter space spanned by the scaled
gravitational constant, pgR/pt, and the effective gravitational rigidity, /i/A, of the
body.
Using a homogeneously dense sphere as a starting condition for tidal deformations,
as Love did [21], is rather unrealistic for actual planetary bodies. Once a homoge
neous body has undergone self-gravitational collapse, prior to the imposition of the
tidal potential, one would expect this body to become progressively more dense as one
approaches the center of the body. It is also possible that the elasticity parameters
would vary with radius. Thus, I considered the case in which the density and elas
ticity parameters of the sphere, prior to tidal deformation, were continuous, smooth
functions of the radius. I find that the tidal deformation in this case can producc
singular-type behavior, just as in the homogeneous case. Further, by using two dif
ferent assumed solution forms and two different methods of solution for this case, we
can be reasonably confident that the observed singularities are real, and not a purely
mathematical artifact of the solution method. Study of the change in location of the
singularity points in parameter space at which the solution grows large as the den
sity profile is changed, reveals information about the magnitude of the various forces
acting on the system relative to the magnitude of the tidal force.
I find that the self-gravitational component of the tidal force is the dominant
factor driving the run-away tides. This observation comes from noticing that, as the
body becomes more dense at the center relative to the outside, the instabilities occur
for increasingly more rigid materials. For a spherical body, the self-gravitational
force opposes the direct tidal force along the line of action to the tide raiser. As
the body's density at the center relative to the surface is increased, the magnitude
of the self-gravitational force on a point in the body is increased, while the direct
tidal force at that point remains unchanged. We observe that, as the magnitude of
the self-gravitational force is increased, increasingly rigid bodies exhibit singular type
behavior. This appears reasonable since the increased rigidity would be a greater
hinderance to the gravitational force due to the larger magnitude of the force. Also,
the higher rigidity values give a non-spherically symmetric redistribution of mass that
is further enhanced by self-gravitation, thus driving the tidal amplitude higher. Other
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investigations of this type allow us to infer that the gravitation is a possible driving
force of the tidal deformations.
Consider a homogeneously dense sphere and consider the addition of a disk of
infinitesimal extra mass to some plane intersecting the center of the sphere. Prior
to the insertion of the extra mass disk, the gravitational force acting on each point
of the body was directed radially inward. When the infinitesimal extra mass disk is
added, the gravitational force at a given point is no longer directed radially inward,
but is offset to point more towards that disk of greater density. As the body deforms,
more mass accumulates along that plane and the gravitational force at an arbitrary
point is directed even further from radial direction. This process drives itself until
an equilibrium state is reached in which the elastic forces on each mass element are
perfectly balanced by the gravitational force on that element. This simple example
explains how it might be possible for the tidal deformation to grow quite large for
particular material parameter combinations. The tidal force basically acts to perturb
the homogeneous, or even radially symmetric non-homogeneous, density field in such
a way that there is a plane of increased density. Self-gravitation enhances this process,
and for particular material parameter combinations, the deformations can grow quite
large.
The tidal models discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 used a linear formula
tion of the elastic forces on a mass element. The linear approximation is only good
for deformations which are small relative to the size of the body. Thus, in order
to discuss instabilities and large deformations, an exact elastic formulation of the
problem is needed. Since it appears that self-gravitation may be radially unstable, I
consider in Chapter 4 an investigation using exact elasticity theory of that process
in isolation. There I show that a non-radial perturbation of the sphere can grow sig
nificantly depending on material parameters and body size. The bifurcation curves,
which indicate the material parameter values where the system is unstable, show a
remarkable similarity to the curves of singularity loci for the linear elastic tides prob
lem. With this insight, the distinct curves in the tidal deformation problem can be
seen to be reflections of the various unstable modes of the self-gravitation problem.
The second order mode is the first mode to become unstable in the self-gravitation
problem. This most unstable mode is seen to be the strongest and least affected by
changes in the density and elasticity profiles in the tidal problem.

5.1

Future Work

Many interesting questions related to tidal and gravitational singularities and insta
bilities remain to be explored. I am currently pursuing many of these avenues of
research.
In the tidal deformation of bodies with radial density and elasticity profiles, I have
found (in Chapter 3) that a sort of reversal in direction of singularity loci movement
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occurs as the density gradient is increased. The exact nature of this reversal needs to
be studied in depth. A relationship between the critical density value for which this
reversal occurs and the relative magnitude of the components of the tidal force will
be sought.
It was noticed that as the density gradient in the initial configuration becomes
large, the distinct curves of singularity loci become a region of scattered individual
singularity loci points. The properties of solutions in this material parameter region
will be investigated. Also, it will be interesting to find whether these points are
continuous in this region, or if they are merely dense, with some finer, yet undetected,
structure to the singularity loci. Further, investigations as to whether or not the
exact elasticity model could exhibit a similar combination of unstable modes could
be performed.
In formulating the tidal deformation equations for the radially variable density
and elasticity problem, we assumed a solution general enough to allow time depen
dence of the solution. Insight into the tidal evolution process could be gleaned from
investigation of the time evolution of the tidal deformation. Comparison to other
works on harmonic oscillations of spherical bodies could be done. The time behavior
allows the tidal model to be extended to a more complete planetary system model
which could include rotation and revolution of the bodies. The interplay between ro
tational force and tidal force could yield interesting changes in the large deformation
solutions.
In studying the self-gravitation problem, a very general formulation of deforma
tions on a sphere was used. This formulation can be applied to the study of a myriad
of other closely related problems. The tidal problem could be considered in this
framework through the addition of an outside tidal force. The formulation of the
equations of motion for tidal deformation is rather straightforward; however, very
high level numerical methods will needed to find a solution, because the equations
will be nonlinear with very complicated integral terms, which must be separated by
orders in a small parameter, e.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, pressurized shells have been studied extensively
using exact-elasticity. These problems do not involve integral equations, and are thus
much easier to solve numerically. A complete comparison of the gravitation problems
and the pressure problems could be done. More detailed solutions are possible for the
pressure problems. There are many cases to compare including: a solid compressible
sphere under gravity and pressure, a solid incompressible sphere under gravity and
pressure, a compressible shell under gravity, internal and external pressure, and a
incompressible shell under gravity, internal and external pressure.
Also, for the exact-elasticity gravitation problems, the limiting cases should be
studied in some detail. The smoothness of the incompressible limit could be investi
gated, for example. Also, the behavior of the bifurcation curves in the limit of zero
rigidity is of interest. In this dissertation, we dealt primarily with the lower order
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harmonic modes. The limit as n goes to infinity could be studied.
In the linear elastic tidal problems, the addition of radial density dependence
added great insight into the singularity behaviors. Similarly, a radial density profile
could be added to the exact-elasticity gravitation problem. The difficulty in such
a problem would be in the formulation of the incremental force term, which is of
the form of a triple integral over the body, and in the numerical computation of the
solution to the equations of motion.
In this dissertation, I have presented some surprising new insights into a classic
problem have been presented. A great deal of new types of behaviors have been
revealed and elucidated regarding what many had long thought was a completely
"solved" problem and many new avenues for investigation into the mechanics and
mathematics behind these discoveries remain to be explored.
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Appendix A

DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE
LINEAR ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF A HOMOGENEOUS
SPHERE DUE TO TIDAL FORCES
Here we consider the derivation of the partial differential equations governing the tidal
response of a uniform elastic sphere assuming a linear elasticity. Love's derivation
of these equations follows along in a similar manner [21], but his derivation contains
several assumptions that will here be made explicit.
For a planet in equilibrium, the force of gravity will balance the elastic forces on
any mass element inside the planet. With no tide-raiser, an elemental cube of volume
5x5y6z will feel a force of gravity due to the potential of the planet given by
Fg = ~p{x, y, z)5xSy6zVVo ,
where p{x, y, z) is the density at that location, such that p(x, y, z)Sx5y5z is the mass
contained in the volume 5x5y5z, and Vq is the gravitational potential of the planet.
We assume that the planet has been in this equilibrium state long enough that shear
components to the stress have relaxed away, so that the only remaining stress is
pressure. The net force on a mass element is due to the gradient of the pressure is
Fp = —VPoSxSySz ,
where Pq is the pressure perpendicular to each force. In hydrostatic equilibrium,
Fg + Fp^ 0, or
p{x, y, z)VFo = -VPo •
Introduction of a neighboring tide-raising body will disturb this equilibrium.
Following an Eulerian approach, each mass element will be displaced an amount
u{x,y, z), so that the new location will be x + Ux, y + Uy, z + u^. Moveover, each
cubic mass element will be distorted during the displacement; that is, each corner of
the cube is displaced by a slightly different u. The new equilibrium written in terms
of the original location is given by
(po + Ap)V(Fo + AV) = -VPo - V(pow • V^)) + /iV^« + (/x + A)V(V • u) ,

where Ap andAV are Eulerian perturbations [3]. The term ApVAV is second order. Furthermore, PoWq — —VPo represents the original state of the hydrostatic
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equilibrium of the sphere at the new location. Therefore, the equilibrium equation
becomes
PoVAV + ApVVo = -V(po« • VVo) +

+ A)V(V - u).

AV or V is the sum of the additional potentials, comprised of the tide raising poten
tial, the potential due to the change of mass at the surface from the distortion, and
the change in potential of the body from changes in density due to the redistribution
of mass. The change in density Ap is —p(V'u). Using this definition and constraining
the planet to have uniform density leads to Love's (1911) governing equation:
PqVV - p(V • u)VV q = - pqV{ u • VVo) + nV'^u + (// + A)V(V • u)
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Appendix B

SOLUTION TO THE EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE
LINEAR ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF A HOMOGENEOUS
SPHERE DUE TO TIDAL FORCES

Governing Equations In the previous appendix, we showed that Love's equations of motion for the tidal
deformation of a uniform sphere are given by
PoVW - p(V • u)VFo = -poV(u • VVb) + fiV^u+ (/i + A)V{V • u) .
The potential Vq is given by Vq = |7rGpo (3a^ — r^). W is the potential due to the
gravitational interaction with the tide raising mass, along with the change in density
and the change in surface location.
Recall that we have a displacement vector (it, v, w) in the coordinates {x, y, z).
The equations of motion may be written as three equations of the form
(A + /i)^ +

+ poP\ - ^7rGp^^(ri7) + ^irGplxA + po^ = 0 ,

(B.l)

where A=|| + |^ + ^is the cubical dilation, rU = xu + yv + zw gives the radial
component of the displacement, U, and
— AnGpoA is a condition on the form
of the potential. The other equations are found by replacing the u and x by the
appropriate components of the displacement and coordinate vectors.
Solution Assume that the potential W is proportional to a spherical surface harmonic. The
general solution can be found by combining typical solutions with different harmonics
(i.e. summing over the degree of the harmonics, n).
W = K^{r)Wn ,

where Wn is a spherical harmonic of degree n and Kn is a function of r.
Assume u, v, and w are given by equations of type
tx=

F „ ( r ) ^ + G„(r)xW„

(B.2)

Fr^ir)^ + GniT)yWn

(B.3)

w = F„{r)^ + Gn{r)zWn,

(B.4)
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where F„ and G„ are functions of r.
The goal is now to find /C„,
and
that satisfy the governing equations and
the boundary conditions.
We have that W = iir„(r)W„ and
= 47rC?poA. Combining these relations
gives
' ( f K n , 2(n + l)dir„^
This can be rewritten as
A = Ur)W„ where /„(r) =

(^ +

Let us now define the second order differential opperator -i? by ^
Using this definition, we can write that /„ =

'

^

Let us now consider rewriting the radial displacement and the cubical dilation.
— xu + yv + zw

rU

(from the equations of motion)

= X { P n i r ) ^ + Gn{r)xW^ + y ( P n { r ) ^ + Gn{r)yW,
+ z(Fn{r)^ + Gn{r)zWn^
=

{nF, + r ^Gn)Wn

Note that this last line comes from the fact that
coordinates.
.
^

du dv
dw
+ TT" +
ax ay
dz

A
+

dx
d

= nW„ when we sum over the

^
(from the equations oi motion)
+ G„(r)iW„) + ^ (Pr^ir)^ + G„(r)yW^^

dW

— IF„(r)-^ + G„(r)^l¥,
"^ + r^ + (n + 3)G„ W n .

r dr

dr

Recall, we also have A = /n(r)W„, therefore using the two forms for the cubical
dilation, A, we have that
U(r) = - ^ + v ^ + (n + 3)G„
r dr
dr
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Now the various components needed for substitution in the equations of motion
will be rewritten so that everything is in terms of /„,
G„, Kn and their derivatives.
A = fn{f)Wn, therefore
(B.5)

r|
jn ry
!
j
OX
ox
r ar
(by taking the derivative with respect to x).
W = Kn{r)Wn, therefore
dW
dWr.
1dK
= K,
+ -^xWn
dx
^ " dx
r dr

(B.6)

—

(by taking the derivative with respect to x).
A = fn{'f)Wn, therefore
xA

(B.7)

•

u = F„(r)^ + Gn{r)xWn, therefore
d^F„, . 2ndF„\
+
dr"^
r dr J dx

+

(PGn ^ 2(n + 2) dG„
dWn
xW„+ 2G,
dx
dr^
r
dr

(B.8)

(by taking the Laplacian of u).
rU = {nFji + r^Gn)Wn, therefore
d(rU)
dW^
= {nFn + r'^Gn)
dx
dx

+

ndF„ ^ Idjr^Gn)
xW„..
r dr
r
dr

(B.9)

We now use equations (B.l) - (B.5) to rewrite the equations of motion.
(A + fi)

+ P-

+

dx

r dr

-(d'^Fn , 2ndFn\ dW„ ,
^
j
dr^
r dr J dx

d'^Gn ^ 2(n + 2) dG„
dWr,
xWn + 2Gn
dr^
r
dr
dx

PoP^(^F^^ + GnXWn

dWn
fndFn
ld{r^Gn)
+
+
dx ' \ r dr
r
dr
dW„. . ldK„
+ -7rGpo/nXpF„ + Po K,
-xW„, = 0
" dx
r dr
{nFn + f Gn)

—

xW„.
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The governing equation can now be broken into two equations: one for the
part and one for the xWn part.
.,
f (fFn
(A + /i)/n + fJ' i ^^2

2n dFn
\
\
~ —^ + 2G„J + Pq P Fn{ r )

- ^TxGpl {nFn + r^Gn) + PqK^ = 0

/X ,

^
2 I'ndFn

((PGn

,

(B.IO)

2{n + 2)dGn\ ,

ld{r^Gn)\

4

2r

1 dK„

We now have four equations for the four unknown functions fn,Fn,Gn, and KnIf we can find these unknown functions, we have the complete solution for the dis
placement u (and similarly for v and w). Recall that the following forms are assumed
for the solution components;
BW
u = Fr,{r)-^ + G^{r)xW„

Pr = Kn{r)Wn
A = Ur)Wn.

Now let us consider the procedure that will be used to solve for these unknown
functions. The process is as follows;
• Eliminate three of the functions
• Get a differential equation for the fourth function
• Solve the resulting differential equation for that function
• Repeat this process for the remaining functions
First we will apply
to left side of (B.6). This will then be subtracted from the
left side of (B.7). Now, the /„ equation
n dFn

^
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can be used to eliminate F„. The /„ can be easily eliminated by using the substitution
= , " . The Gn can now be eliminated, and we are left with an equation for
4nGpo
Kn which can then be solved.
Following this procedure, one obtains a sixth order differential equation for Knfn

fi{X + 2/x)i?^ + —irGplfi + (A + 3/i)P^po

-n{n + l){-7rGplf

+ ^P^Po + —TrGpo^^Po (B.12)

•0K„ = 0

From the boundary conditions, it is assumed that the solution must satisfy the con
dition that Kn{r)r"- is finite at r = 0. (Note: In order to use this solution for a
multilayer model, this condition of finite deformation at the origin is relaxed and
additional components of the solution are found).
The differential equation with this constraint can be solved to obtain solution
Kn = Ai^n(Q:r) + BnXniM + C'n •
The An, Bn, Cn are undetermined constants and
1 d ^ " sinx
X

sinh X
X

where

and 0^ are roots of the equation

/x(A+2/i)^^+[—7rGpo/i+{A+3/i)F^Po]C+[^Vo+"^^^Po-P^/^o—w{n+l)(-7rGpo)^] = 0

i.e. [i +

~

= 0.

Let us now note some useful properties of the ipn and

i-ir
1 • 3 • 5 • • • (2n + 1)

x^
X
_|_
2{2n + 3)
2-4(2n + 3)(2n + 5)

2 • 4 • • • 2k{2n + 3)(2n + 5) • • • {2n + 2k + 1)
1 dipn _
X dx

_ -(2n + 1)^„ + 1pn-l
x2

+
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1 • 3 • 5 • • • (2n + 1)

2(2n + 3)

2 • 4(2n + 3)(2n + 5)

2 • 4. • • 2k{2n + 3)(2n + 5) • • • (2n + 2A; + 1)
1 dXn _ ,,
_ -(2n + l)Xn - Xn-I
I
Xyi+l

a: ax
(Note: X = -0 with an imaginary argument and ijj = Bessel function with order 1/2.)
Now we can take each term of

and find the relevant

G„, and fn-

Case 1: Kn = Ani>n{ar)
AnO^
47rGpo V

/ia' - i^Vo j

47rGpo V

- P2py y

r
Cage 2:

i'KGPqTI

,

ylfiQ! , /

3(/ia2 - P^po)

X

= B^XniM
_

g„,/3^ / _
47rGpo V

|7rGpg7i ^
/^/5' + PVo j

^

ITTGp^W

f"

,

P„Po

=

Case 3: Kn = C„
G„ = 0
Cn
^nGpofi
3

fn
fn

=

—

0

All the functions are now specified, so we have the solution for the displacement.
The boundary conditions are now applied to find the unknown constants of integration
An, Bn, and C„. The boundary conditions are assumed to be that the stress normal to
the surface is zero and that the shear along the surface is also zero. We have already
used the condition that the deformation is finite at the center. The n — 2 solution
satisfying these boundary conditions is given in Chapter 2.
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Appendix C

DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE
ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF A SPHERE WITH RADIALLY
VARYING DENSITY PROFILE DUE TO TIDAL FORCES
Consider the problem of determining the strain of a self-gravitating sphere with ra
dially variable density and elasticity under the action of a disturbing tidal force. In
the initial state, the body is assumed to have already collapsed under self-gravity
and to have reached a radially symmetric equilibrium configuration. The following
derivation of the equations governing the linear elastic deformation of the sphere in
this case follow along similar lines to that given by Hoskins in his consideration of
this problem [13].
For a material element initially at (x, y, z), let (ux, Uy, u^) be the axial components
of the displacement vector. Let r be the distance of the material element from the
center. Let p be the density and and A be the elastic moduli. The density and
elastic moduli are assumed to vary only with r.
In a manner similar to that used in Appendix A, we can derive the equations
of motion for the system described. In fact, the uniform sphere case developed in
Appendix A is a particular case of the more general equations of motion considered
here.
The system of equations of motion in spherical coordinates can be found by
rewriting the displacement vector, (ux, Uy, u^), as a vector in spherical coordinates,
{ur,ug,u^). For fuIl generality, we can include time dependence by assuming Si is a
simple harmonic function of time given by,

for a constant P. Now the acceleration components of the displacement vector are
given by
B'^11.
d^Ur
-P'uSi
'W
d^ue
2 dSi
df'
dd
_ p^v dSj
dt^
sin 0 d4>
The u and v are functions of the radius, r, which we would like to solve for in order
to find the displacement. Since P has the units of acceleration it can be written as
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P^R = ng, where n is a constant, g is the surface gravity and R is the radius of the
body. Note that n = 0 corresponds to the static version of this problem, which is the
case which we will primarily be considering. For the static problem, we will write
Ur = uSi , Uq = V

dSi
89

Ug

V dSi
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For convenience of later calculations, let us here introduce the notation Y and Z
that are expressed as
r-i

df

r

and
dr
respectively.
We will now consider the components of the potentials driving our deformation.
Let the potential of the disturbing forces be given by
W =

r*S-

where c is a constant measuring the magnitude of the disturbing force and 5, is the
ith order spherical harmonic. The gravitational potential before the strain can be
expressed as
1^ =

PmR

pr^dr +

prdr

where pm is the mean density, given by the total mass divided by the total volume.
Now, if we let U be the increment of gravitational potential caused by the strain, we
can express the potential due to the bodily forces which cause the strain, V, as
V' = y + w + u.
U has two components; one due to the redistribution of the density and one due to
the change in surface. Thus, U may be written as
[/ =

"igSi
{2i + l)pmR

Yr'+^ - -f
dr ^

dr

'I
The above definitions may be used to formulate the equations of motion for the
problem described. Linear elasticity is used to find the elastic deformation of the
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body subject to the forces described in the potentials above. The resulting system of
equations to be solved are given by

dr

dr

dr dr

„ X,,
dirZ)
da f u dv
(A + 2n)Y +
+ r^ - +
dr
dr \ r
dr

j

E?r
gpR

v
r

pr^dr^ — pP'^ru{C.l)

Q — pP^rv

(C.2)

where
Q = -P^(v-r-u,~
gRSi V
dr ^
(2i + l)i?2

JL R P I
Jo

(C.3)
yr''+^ - —

+

(C.4)

) dr
3«

fJo

pr dr —

cpn

(S)' •

It is assumed that there is zero stress normal to the surface and zero shear along
the surface. Thus, the boundary conditions are given by
Xy + 2/i— = 0
dr

(

dv

V

u\

at the surface r = R. It will also be assumed that the deformation is finite at the
center of the body, r = 0.
Assume that the elastic moduli and the density are rational integral functions of
r given by
p = Po ( l + k i ( +
+ ...)
A = Ao (l + si( + S2C^ + -••)
/X = |io (1 + tiC +

+-) ,

where C = ^ and po, AQ and /ZQ, are constants. The
s„, and
are constants
related to the magnitude of the variation in the density and elastic moduli. Partic
ular solutions to this system (that is, solutions with specific assumptions about the
dependence of p, A and p on r) will be given in Appendix D.
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Appendix D

PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS TO THE EQUATIONS
GOVERNING THE ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF A SPHERE
WITH RADIALLY VARYING DENSITY PROFILE DUE TO
TIDAL FORCES
Here we will consider three special cases of the problem of the tidally driven defor
mation of a self-gravitating sphere of variable density and elasticity.
1. fj. and A are constant and
p = P o { l + fciC +

+ ...)

2. p = p o { l - k C ^ )

M = Mo(l - hC)
X = X o { l -he)
3. Incompressible body with uniform density and elasticity
(i.e. X = oo, h = k = Q)
Note that the third case is a subset of the solution presented in Appendix B. Re
member, all the initial distributions are the equilibrium state of the body prior to
tidal deformation but after the self-gravitational collapse of the body.
First, we begin by defining a and p hy a = and 0 = ^. In order to find the
solution for the displacement vector, we now assume that
OO

•J-Y1
m=i
oo

m=i
oo

E
oo

[12],
m—i—2
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These expressions can be substituted into the expressions for Y and Z from Ap
pendix C to give a
and
in. terms of Cm and DmCm = (wi + 3) Am — i {i + 1)
Dm = —Am + (m + 2) Bm
Complete details for obtaining a solution can be found in Hoskins [13]. Each
solution is found by solving the governing equations given by equations C.l and C.2.
The unknowns are the coefficients of the four series mentioned above. The coefficients
for two of these series may be found from the other two, thus the problem has two
degrees of freedom. We have two corresponding boundary conditions to solve for the
two constants of integration resulting from the two degrees of freedom in the system.
Contained here is a summary of the form of the solution for the three cases mentioned
above.
1. Radially varying p with constant fi and A
By using the series notation, the Q, that was defined in Eq. C.5, may be written
as
OO

Q = PoY^LmX"',
where

" 27TI ^
m—i

+

~

{ m - i + 2) Am) (
\
+
o
\77l — Z ~r 2 TTl — •J ~r O
2z — 2 ^

m —t+ A

I

2i + I

c
~^

for TO = i and
3
I
Lm = ~7
TTT , . , ' , V 1 Cm-2 + kiCm-Z + k^Cm-A
(m — t) [m+ 1+ 1) \

+

kiAm-3 + 2k2Am-4 + ^k^Am-n

+

3(-A„t_2 + -kiAm-2 + -k2A,n-4

+

:))

for all other m. Note that k' = po/pm and b = gpmR/pUsing the above assumptions in the equations of motion given by C.l and C.2, we
can obtain a set of expressions which can be solved to find the displacement vector.
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Prom the following set of equations, each Ci, Di and Ai_2 may be found.
0 + 2^+(j + l ) A = bk"
X

+

+

m —i+ 2

+

2i — 2 ^
2i + l

k'2
ki
+
+ ..
m — i + 3 m —i + 4
c

n ^
ik'

m=j—2
^

("^^m + ^m) = 0
^=i-l

These equations give coefficients of all the terms in the series in terms of the first
coefficient in the series. The first coefficients of each series may be obtained from the
boundary conditions. The next example will provide a more in depth illustration of
this.
2. Radially varying p, fi and A with quadratic form
We will now assume that the elastic moduli are no longer constant. Variation of
the forms
P = Po (1 - kC^)
/i = /xo (1 A = Ao (1 - K')
will be assumed. In this case, the mean density is given by
Pm = PO f 1 and thus
Po
Pm
5 3A;
Here we will consider just second order disturbing potentials, i.e.
k'

= cos^ ^ ~ \ •
O
Only even powers of x remain in this particular case.
Firstly, we can break down the equations so that we can recursively find the
coefficients A^, Cm and Dm in terms of the previous coefficients in each series. We
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will thus have each entire series in terms of the first coefficient of that series. This can
then be used in the equations for the boundary conditions to get a system of three
equations in the three unknown initial coefficients (AQ, C2, D2).
The equations to recursively find the coefficients are given below.
k

C4
" 7

%
+ 2 ) C2 H~ 3jD2 — 2hA.(] +
.Mo
bk'^ (—4C2 + 6I?2 ~~
14
+h

FE+2) C2 4" 3D2 — 2hA.Q
Da

30

C4

J

(2C2 + 5D2)

C2)
\ (C2 - m ) ]

Co

« {6IC2 + 3OD2) 4" 12k^ An

(1^4 - f (C2 + I2D2)) + |(C4 + 8D4)

bk'^

+ 2)

36

4C4 + 6D4 + i (286C2 - 564D2) + ^Ao

JL (C4 — I (IIC2 + 6 D 2 } )

'k'

+h

+ 2^ C4 — I (C4 — 3D4)

For m = 8,10,..
T 2(4m^—7m—41)Cm-4+60-Dro-4
5(m—4)(m—2)(m+l)(m+3)

Cr,

Dm = bk'

(m—2)(m+3)

I ju2 3(m'*—8m^—m'^+76m+28)Cro-8+36(TO^—3m—4)Z>m - 6
5{m—6)(m—4)(m—2)(m—l)(m+l)(m+3)

•Pm—2
'fc'

7^ 20|Tt—m 6).07ra—4 \

(m—2)(m+3)

(m—4)(m—2)(jn+l)(m+3) J

+h ( Dm-2 +

FE + 2) a. = bk'^
J

—4Cm-2+6Dm-2
(m-2)(m+3)

4Crr

•4D„
(m—2)(m+3)

i J 4(8m^—8TO—97)Cm-4—12(4m^—m—44)£>m-4
o\c.„ ,i , ' j \
5{m—4)(m—2)(m+l)(m+3)

2 12(TO^—6m^—14m^4-68m+46)Cro-6'~^-8(CT^—m—8)(m^—3TO—14)Dm-6
5(m—6)(TO—4)(TO—2)(m—l)(m+l)(m+3)

2
'fc'

(m—2)(m+3)

+/l.

J {m? -m-8)Cm-44-12g^_4
(m—4)(m—2) (m+l)(m+3)

SOyn—2 ~24£)tn _ 2

FE + 2) C7m

-2 —

(m—2)(m-f3)

)]
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The three equations at the boundary used to find the initial terms in the sequence
are given below.

Mo

+ 2 I C2 ~t" 3-D2 — 2,hA.Q — bk ^

m=2
I ^ \r^
+

m—2

E

2D.
m+5

^4^

m—2

3 ^ / C m 21)^
5 \\m=2 m + 2

Cm — 2Dr,
m=2 m + 5

E

^
^

+ 3.Dni _ ^
Cto — 2D„, ^ 2^ _ Q
5 m=2 m + 5
m

(^+2)f:c„+i

\r^ n

Crr,- 2D^
m
\m=2

^ 1 4
5~ w )

+
00

^

3-Dto , 8
Cm — 2Dm
^
^
— + R 1.—^ + ^0 = 0
5
771 +5
m—2

m—2

3. Incompressible body with uniform density and elasticity
In order to compare our formulation and solution to the simplest Love model, we
here consider the special case of the solution just presented in 2. We will assume
that the body is incompressible (A = 00) and that all of the material parameters are
uniform throughout the body {k = 0, h = 0).
Let y =
and Y' —
where the
are unknown coefficients to
be found. The solution in this case can be found from
bnDm-2
( m - 2 ) ( m + 3)

^

QbDm - 2
( m — 2 ) ( m + 3) '
with boundary conditions
IC2 + 3Z?2 — ^

25 I\m=2 m + 5
OK 1

m.

4- Fi

00

m

4 8 ^ D..

12
m—2

m=2

m=2
6 ^ D .m
m

E^".+IE
m=2
m=2

2
n
5"2

+ --

+ 2./I0 — 0

m—2
16
Dm,
+ J4O — 0 .
H Z.^ m + 5
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Tidal Love Numbers
In analyzing the tidal deformation solutions, one often looks at the Tidal Love
Numbers,
and kz- (Note that the subscripted h and k here denote the Tidal Love
Number and not the proportionality constants.) For our notation, the Love numbers
are given by
9

. _

,

where

^

3J /
Mm c '

/•' ,

I = —-— I px ax
3 JO
^

^ ,2

°

Cot + 3•Dn^
5^
m
m—2

Cm + 3Dm
5 (7
— 5 k') ^
m+ 5
^
m=2
14

2
Cm + 3Dto
7 — 5 k m=2 m + 7

and c is a constant measuring the intensity of the disturbing force, c is given by
c=
where q is the distance to the tide-raiser.
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Appendix E

DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE
EXACT-ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF A HOMOGENEOUS
SPHERE UNDER SELF-GRAVITATION
Consider the general case of a non-symmetric deformation of a spherical body. Let
6i be the curvilinear coordinate system of the strained body:
6i = R , 02 — 0 , 03 = 0
yi = R sin 6 cos 0 , y2 = R sin 9 sin (p , ys = R cos 6
The contravariant metric tensor of the strained body is given by
1 0
0 w
0 0

0
0

B? sin^ 0

The determinant of Git is thus given by C? = det{Gik) = l/det{G*^) = R^ sin^ 6.
Assume that we have non-spherically symmetric deformation for which the point
{R, 9,4>) was originally at (i?', 9', 0'). The deformation is given by
R'=:Q{R,0) , e' = S{R,9) ,

=

Taking the xj-axes to coincide with the yi-axes, we have
x i = Q sin S cos (f) , X2 = 5 sin 5 sin 0 , x ^ = Q cos S .
Now we can calculate the covariant metric tensor of the unstrained body. These
are given by Qik =
(Note: Here we use the convention whereby terms with
repeated indices are summed over that index, unless otherwise noted.) Thus, Qik is
given by
Ql + Q''S'i
QrQo + Q'^SjiSe
0
9ik=
Q r Q o + Q^S r S s
Qe + Q^Sl
0
0
sin2 g
(Note: The subscripts here denote partial differentiation. For example, Qr de
notes the derivative of Q with respect to R.) For notational convenience, define
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7=
{QbSr — QuSg)"^ to be the determinant of the upper left 2x2 block from the
Qik matrix. The contravariant metric tensor can thus be written as

9" =

i (02 + Q's|)
-1 (QbQ, + Q'^SnS,)
-IjiQRQe + Q'SRS,)
^(Q% + Q'Sl)
0
0

0
0
sin^ S -

Also, note that the determinant of gik is thus given by g = 7Q- sin^ S.
We can now calculate the invariants of the deformation. Using notation from
Green and Zerna [7], the invariants are given by
h = g^'^Grs , h = OrsG^'h , h = G /g .

For our problem, these invariants may be written as
h=

h=

R* sin^ 8
sin^ S

^{Ql + Q'^Sl)+ B? sin^ e {Ql + Q'^Sl) + R^Q'' sin^ S]

2c
'fQ^sin 0

h=^- {Ql + Q'SS) + ~(Q% + 0^4) B' +
As an aide to calculate the stresses, we define
problem,
is given by
Bill
7
B"

= Iig''' — g^^g^^Grs- For our

Sm 0 /
>^9 r-»9 \
. .. „ {Qe + Q Sg)
sin^ S

!(QsQt + 9'5jig»)
jQ^ sin^ S
sin^ 0
1+
R' (Ql + Q'S'j,)

= 521 =
=

-

7
>33
TDii

1+

''to'«•

sin^ S

_
_

(Ql + Q'S^ + R'Ql + R'Q'S],)
7(5^ sin^ S
B^^ = Bs2 — BI3 = B^i = 0 .
In order to calculate the stresses for our system, we must first define a free energy
function W = W(Ji, /a, I3). In particular, we will use a compressible free energy form
used by Ogden [24], namely
W = l / 2 e ( / i - 3 - 2 l n /3) + l / 2 u i h - 1)' ,
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where ^ and p are elastic moduli related to the standard linear elastic parameters
for shear and compressibility of the material. The stress tensor is then given by the
constitutive relation
^ik ^

^

PQik _

(E.l)

Here the
^ and the P are related to the derivatives of W with respect to 1%, I2
and I3 respectively according to
2 dW

® =

VTs dli
#=

2 dW

—z=

yh dh

„ „

fT-dW
dlz

The equations of motion for this problem are given by the equation V • (r''^) = p F ,
where F is the body force. The form of the body force and incremental body force
will be discussed in detail in Appendix F. The third equation vanishes identically
when we consider this in spherical coordinates, and for our problem we are left with

OK

uK

oa

0(7

- Rt^"^ - J2sin^

+ cot

K

H

— Fr

- sin 9 cos

+ cot

= Fg .

(E.2)

(E.3)

Into this form, the expressions for the stress in terms of the deformation may be
substituted and the resulting system then solved for the deformation.
A more specific form for the deformation can be given. We will choose to express
the deformation as a radial function times an nth-order spherical harmonic, L{0,n).
In this manner, we will be able to plot in parameter space the locations for which
there exists a nontrivial, non-symmetric component of the solution to the equilibrium
equations. The most unstable mode may also be found by expressing the deformation
in this manner. The deformation will be expressed as
Q [R.9) = f { R ) + J 2 e U n (R) L n (9)
n

S{R,9)^9+Y.^V-{R)L^{9)

.

n

Upon substitution of these expressions into Equation E.l, E.2 and E.3, we obtain
a system of two second order equations in terms of J{R), Un{R), Vn{R) and Ln{9)
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and their first and second derivatives. We are predominately interested in solving for
f{R), the underlying radial solution, and Un{R)i the non-symmetric perturbation to
the underlying radial solution. Firstly, the coefficients of the zeroth order terms in
e gives the equation for f{R). Likewise, the coefficients of the first order terms in e
give the equations to find Un{R) and Vn{R}. The equation for f{R) is
-CJ?(/(E)f (J^/(J?)) (^/ (R))' + 2C fl (/ (fl))' {^/ (R))' - 12R'u i^fiR))'
+ 4 ( / {R)f i ^ f { R ) f C - a R H f { R ) f ( ^ / ( E ) ) ' - 2 J? ( / {R)f ( ^ / ( i ? ) ) ' c £ f {R)
- 4R i f i R ) f ( ^ / {R))' C + 12 i ? V / [R)
-4

if {R)f

(R) -6R'u ( ^ / ( J ? ) ) / (R)

iR)Y u + 2R^f {R)f u

+4 j?5{^/

J. (/ {R)f _ 2

(/

(fl)) ( ^ / {R)f
(^/(/?))' e = 0 .

Finding the equation for Un{R) is a little less straight forward due to the angular
dependence of some of the terms. Firstly, we know the spherical harmonics, Ln{6)
are given by Legendre polynomials and thus satisfy the difi'erential equation
COR 0

Ln + ^L: + n{n + l)L„ = 0,
SlUu
where the prime denotes derivation with respect to 6. This equation can be used to
rewrite the second derivatives of Ln{0) in terms of Ln{6) and
Assume that
we are interested in the equation for the nth mode and sum only over the n and n-1
terms. The first derivatives of L„(0) can be replaced according to
71/

L'n = -r—^ (cos ein - Ln-l)
Sin 6

^ -j-

L^ _ i —

: ^ {Ln ~ cos6Lin—i)

smd

•

The first order in e equations for /, U, and V still contain angular dependence. In
order to isolate the nth mode, the equations can be projected onto the nth Legendre
polynomial. This is achieved by multiplying the equations by L„{6) and integrating
over 0 to 2n. (Note: In practice, we actually multiply by a sin^ 6 also because
there this term appears in the denominator of both equations and would make the
integration too difficult were this factor not eliminated.) The Legendre polynomials
form a complete orthogonal basis of our space, so projection in this manner for each
n enables us to achieve a completely general angular dependence in our form for the
perturbation to the purely radial solution. For our particular case, this method of
separating the angular and radial terms happens to also decouple the
and
Vn{R) equations. This is very convenient and we are left with a set of two linear
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second order differential equations, one for the
and one for the Vn{R). Both
of these linear second order ordinary differential equations have coefficients which
depend only on R and the underlying purely radial solution, f{R).
Letting n = 2, an equation for the coefficient of the 2nd order Legendre polyno
mial, U2{R) and be found. Denoting U^iR) by U{R), the equation is given by
(^/(i?)) (2e i ^ U i R ) ) i f { R ) r

(R))'- R^

-2R^u {S^fiR)) {S^U{R)) if iR)f

(R)) {f {R)f'

(R) -2R^U {R) (/ (fl))' ( ^ f (R)f

(^/ («)) U (R) if iR)f (^/ (i?)) ^-%R^vU iR) if iR)f i^f (JJ))'
+4

U iR) if iR)f i^f iR)f +4RiUiR)if iR)f (^/(i?))' + 42 R^u t/ (i?) (^/ iR))'
- 2 m ( ^ / i R ) ) U i R ) i f (J?))® i ^ f i R ) ) ' - 3 6 R ^ u U (J?) / (/?)

(fl)

+4C (i?) (/ iR))' i^f iR))' + 18i?V (^/(E)) [/ (J?) / (J?)
-2J2V ( ^ / W ) f/ iR) if iR))' i ^ f iR))') =

.

For boundary conditions, assume there is no radial deformation at the origin and
that there is zero stress normal to the surface and zero shear along the surface. The
zero stress condition is given by an = 0 and the zero shear condition is given by
ai2 = 0. Let the surface be given by i? = B. Selecting terms of zeroth order in e
gives the boundary conditions for f{R) given by
M=0
and

The boundary conditions for U ( R ) may be found in manner similar to that out
lined previously to find the U{R) equations. Namely, the first order e terms are
collected, the derivatives of the Legendre polynomials are replaced, and then the
equation is projected onto the nth Legendre polynomial via the integration described.
The boundary conditions for U(R) are
C/{0) = 0

and

- 5 ,[l2t/(B) ( ( A / ( i i ) ) ! ^ j 4 - ( ( A c ;(R))

R=B

R-B

2

+6

+4a(B)/(fl)» ((i/(R)) I- w m i B f
«

I

J

((J ,/(R))

((^««') I .=a)'] = ° •

R=B
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Appendix F

DERIVATION OF INCREMENTAL GRAVITATIONAL FORCE
Here we will consider finding the gravitational force acting on a point inside a nonspherically symmetric body. Specifically, we will be looking to calculate the gravita
tional force at a point inside a body which is initially homogeneous and spherically
symmetric and has elastically deformed into a shape given by a spherical harmonic.
We will assume that the body is given by the deformation of the form given in Ap
pendix E, namely that

R' = f{R) + Yl^Un{R)L^{0) , 9' = 9 + J^eVn{R)L^{9) , <p'= <j>.
n

n

The body here described is given in spherical coordinates by the above with R ranging
from Oto B, where B is the initial radius of the sphere before deformation. The angles
9 and (j) range over (0 , TT) and (0 , 2^) respectively.
The gravitational force in spherical coordinates at a point P due to an arbitrary
mass distribution is given by

Fg = -VU
/ 5 1 ^ 2
" [ M '^Rm

(F.l)
1
d A
J2sin0^V

'

where the gravitational potential U is given by

U = jjj
V

(^2

db dc ,

(F.2)

^

where G is the universal gravitational constant, p is the density, and V is the entire
volume of the body. Here q is the distance between the point P and an arbitrary
point Q (Figure F.l). If P has spherical coordinates (/?', 9', (f)') and Q has spherical
coordinates (a, 6, c), then the distance q is given by

q

=1^ (/?' cos d' cos (j)' — a cos b cos c)^ + (i?' cos 9' sin (j)' — a cos b sin c)^

+ {R' sin 9' — a sin b)
— [i?' +

,11/2

— 2R'a (cos 0' cos <p' cos b cos c + cos 9' sin tp' cos 6 sin c + sin 9' sin 6)]

.
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F IGURE F.l. This diagram represents the setup used to compute the gravitational
force at point P due to the mass element at point Q. The total gravitational force
acting on point P can be found by summing over all points Q in the body.
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In order to evaluate the gravitational field at a point P, it is necessary to know
the density at every point within the body. This can be found in a straightforward
manner given that the initial density of the body prior to deformation, poi is known
and the deformation of each point is precisely specified. The density can be found
by taking the divergence of the deformation and dividing by the magnitude of the
deformation. By deformation, we here mean the vector (ur, ug, u^) such that the point
initially at (r, 9, (p) is moved to the point P given by (r +
^
^ + u^) after the
deformation.
Combining the above pieces, an expression for the gravitational force at a point
interior to the deformed sphere can be found. This expression contains terms of
various powers of our small parameter e. The gravitational force can be expanded in
powers of e and it is found that the zeroth order term is just given by
Fg = —aKR,
where a = ^irGpl is a constant. This result makes sense because the body was
predominantly spherical with just an order e spherical harmonic disturbance, thus the
zeroth order gravitational force should just be that of a perfect sphere. An expression
for the first order component of the gravitational force (i.e. the incremental force),
which is algebraically very complicated, can be evaluated iteratively by numerical
integration from successive approximations of the deformation solution.
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Appendix G

ALTERNATIVE GENERAL FORMALISM FOR THE
INCREMENTAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING EXACT
ELASTIC DEFORMATIONS
In order to study the stability of an elastically deformed body, an incremental per
turbation about the pre-stressed deformed state may be taken. Here we summarize
a notational formalism, due to Ogden, for the incremental equations in the case of a
linear perturbation about an exact-elastic deformed state [24].
Let X denote the position of a material particle in the reference configuration.
The current position of the material particle will then be given by
X = x(X).
The deformation gradient tensor is then given by
A = GradxiX).
Suppose that we now have a small deformation on the deformed state which is rep
resented as
x' = x'(X) .
The material particle displacement resulting from this can be written as
x ' - x = x'(X) - %(X) ,
or alternatively as
&= 5 x { X ) ,
where 5 is the operator defined by 5x
deformation tensor is given by

= x' ~ X- Using this notation, the incremental

5A = SGradxiX).
Let us now consider the increments in the stresses. Let S be the nominal stress
tensor (i.e. the stress with respect to the reference configuration). The increment in
the nominal stress can be linearized in 5A and written as
6S = A^5A ,
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where
= H;. The
term is a fourth-order tensor and the entries are called the
elastic moduli associated with (S , A). For a Green-elastic material we have that
OA '
where W is what is the free energy function. W is a function of a set of invariants of
the strain tensor. Let us call these invariants (Ij, I2, Is). The values of the invariants
in terms of the deformation matrix, A, are given in Appendix H and Appendix I.
Thus, we see that the elastic moduli tensor may be found by taking the second deriva
tive of the free energy function with respect to the deformation tensor. Two methods
for taking matrix derivatives to produce the elastic moduli tensor are discussed in
Appendix H and Appendix I.
If the reference configuration for the increment is taken to coincide with the current
configuration, the deformation tensor, stress tensor and elastic moduli are changed
according to:
5A = (<5Ao)A
5So = J-'^ASS
SSo = Al5So ,
where J = detA and SAq is the deformation tensor of the increment in the current
configuration. The A^ are referred to as the instantaneous elastic moduli.
The equations of motion for an unconstrained body are given by
DivS + poh = 0 .
and the incremental equations are given by
Div5S + poSh — 0 ,
where po is the initial density, b is the body force and 5b is the incremental body
force.
For an incompressible material, a lagrange multiplier, q, is added to the stress and
the equations of motion can then be represented as
DivS + Poh = 0 ,
where now S =
qA"^ . An incompressibility constraint is imposed whereby the
determinant of the deformation tensor A must be zero. The incremental equations
for the constrained material are given by
Div6S 4- poSh = 0 ,
where
6S = A^5A + SqA-^ - qA-^5AA-'
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This may be rewritten as

DIV{A^5A)+ A'^GRADSQ — A~^SA^A~^GRADQ + POSH = 0 .
Using the formulas presented in this brief summary, the equations of motion for
any arbitrary deformation may be found by specifying the form of the deformation,
X- In addition, the incremental equations given may be used to study the effect of a
disturbance to the pre-stressed deformed body, and thus, investigate the stability of
the configuration.
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Appendix H

MATRIX DIFFERENTIATION: VECTORIZATION METHOD
In finding the equations of motion for the incremental deformation of a body, one
needs to compute a second derivative of a scalar with respect to a matrix. This can be
recast as a problem of taking the derivative of a matrix with respect to a matrix. The
result of this differentiation is a fourth-order tensor. Here we will consider a formalism
for computing this matrix differentiation, and give the matrix differentiation needed
for incremental deformation studies. The formalism developed here is convenient in
that there is a straightforward product rule, and the differentiation for simple matrices
can be found from simple known formulas rather than computed entry by entry.
First, let Y be a p X g matrix of variables that are functions of the elements of
a m X n matrix X. We will define the derivative of Y with respect to X to be the
pm X qn matrix given by
dY

dY

dY

>
dX

®Y =

V

8x21

dX22

dY

dY

(H.l)

dX
dY

dxml

dXfnn

where

dY
dxi%3

8yii
dxij
9y2i
dxij

dyi2
dxij
%22
dxij

dyiq
dXij
dy2q
dxij

dypi

%p2
dxij

dypq
dxij

(H.2)

This pm X qn matrix can be thought of and represented as a fourth-order tensor. The
matrix H = |^ is composed of sub-matrix blocks. For square matrices X and Y of
the same dimension, we can consider H as a fourth-order tensor rather than a matrix
if we let two indices denote the row and column of the sub-matrix and the other two
indices denote the row and column of an entry within that sub-matrix. For example,
hijki would be the A:/th entry of the ijth sub-matrix.
Using the above definition for differentiation, the derivative for any matrix may
be found entry by entry. In order to simplify calculations for products, we can define
a product rule for matrix differentiation. This rule is particularly useful when we
have a scalar function times a matrix differentiated with respect to a matrix. The
derivative of a scalar with respect to a matrix is a matrix. The derivative of a matrix
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with respect to a matrix is a fourth-order tensor. Using these facts, it would be
unclear how to use knowledge of the derivatives of the components to construct the
derivative of the product since the dimensions of the two components do not match.
However, we have a product rule given by
d

(H.3)

where X is a m x n matrix, Y is a n x r matrix, Z is a p x g and the resulting derivative
is a mp x rq matrix. Here Ip and Iq are the pth and gth order identity matrices. This
product rule allows us to use knowledge of the values of simple matrices to construct
those for more complicated expressions.
Notice from the product rule that the inner dimensions of the objects being mul
tiplied must agree. This means that our example of the derivative of a scalar times a
matrix with respect to a matrix would still not be computable. However, introduc
tion of new notation allows us to define derivatives of such products. Let us define
an operator, vec, which acts on a matrix to produce a vector according to: for
hii

H=

^21

hi2
^22

•••
•••

hln
h^n

(H.4)

the vec operator is defined to be

vec{R) —

(H.5)
h2n'
hffii
hm2

Use of the vec operator allows one to rewrite a matrix as a vector and this makes it
possible to take the derivative of a scalar times a matrix since the inner dimensions
would then be the same. This is possible because matrix differentiation is conserved
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under the vec operator. This requires the definition of an inverse to the vec operator.
The unvec operator will take a vector, whose length is the square of an integer, and
restore it to a matrix. It can be shown that the derivative of a matrix with respect to
a matrix is the same as the unvec of the derivative of the vec of the matrix. Thus, the
vec operator provides a useful means to rewrite matrices to utilize the product rule.
Also, the vec operator can be used to operate on a fourth-order tensor to produce a
matrix. Recall,
matrix may be thought of a fourth-order tensor. In the case
of a fourth-order tensor, H, with n = 3 (i.e. a 9 x 9 matrix), the vec operator acts
just as in the matrix case, but with block matrices in place of the components:
Hn Hi2 HIS
H21 H22 H23
H31 H32 H33

H=

(H.6)

the vec operator is defined to be
Hn
Hi2
Hi3
H21
H22

vec{H)

(H.7)

H23

H31
H32

H33
For the deformation studies that we are considering, we are primarily interested in
3x3 matrices. Now let us consider several simple matrix derivatives for 3 x 3 matrices
needed in the computation of the equations of motion for incremental deformation
problems. Let A be our deformation matrix.

dA^
dA

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

(H.8)
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aA^A
OA

2aii

O12

Ol3

0

Oil

0

0

0

ai2

0

0

Oil

2OI2

Ol3

0

0

012

«13

0

0

0

Ol3

0

Oil

012

2oi3

2(121

022

023

0

O21

0

0

0

021

022

0

0

021

2O22

023

0

0

O22

«'23

0

0

0

O23

0

021

022

2023

2031

032

033

0

O31

0

0

0

031

O32

0

0

031

2O32

033

0

0

032

O33

0

0

0

O33

0

031

032

2033

Oil

(H.9)

These two derivative matrices may be thought of as fourth-order tensors if the matrix
is divided into 3x3 blocks.
(A-if
0
0

dA-1
OA

0
0
- (A-^)'
0
- (A~^)'
0

(H.IO)

For notational convenience, the last derivative given here is written in block form.
Here the 0 is the 3x3 matrix of zeros.
Using Ogden's formalism for finding the equations of motion for the incremental
deformation (discussed in Appendix F), we need to compute
where
A is the deformation matrix and W is the free energy function dependent upon the
scalar invariants of A^A, h, I2, and I3. Let us now summarize some key facts about
the invariants and their derivatives from [24] to assist us in the calculation of the
second derivative of the free energy function.

Ii = trA^A
h =

2

(trA^A)^ - tr (A^A)'

{H.11)

I3 — detA^A

^ = 2A^
dA
7^ = 2 [/.I. - a'-A; A'
dA
dh

(H.12)
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In order to compute the derivatives of the free energy function, W, with respect
to the deformation matrix, A, we can break the differentiation down in the following
manner:
dW _ dW dh dW dh dW dh

dA ~ dh dA
^
dHV _ dX
5A2 ~ dA '

'

where X =
This separation of derivatives may now be used to compute the
second derivative of W without knowledge of the exact dependence of W on the
invariants Ii, I2, and I3. For now we will assume that the partial derivatives of W
with respect to Ii and I2 are constant values and that the derivative of W with respect
to I3 is a continuous function of I3.
Use of Equations 1.5 and H.13 along with the product rule, gives

dHV
5A2

aw fdA'^\

dW

dh V 5A

dh

j

+ (I3®

unvec i

® (uecA^)^j

dA

dw

+ 2^—unvec ^ ( I 3 ® ( v e c A

dh

dA

(H.13)

+ (I3 ® h) vec

where
Hi =

A^ 0
0
0 A^ 0
0
0 A^

(H.14)

and
Hi

0
0
A^A
0
0
A^A
0
0
A^A

(H.15)

This form of the second derivative of the free energy function can now be used to
compute the equations of motion, according to Appendix G, for an arbitrary defor
mation problem. The formalism presented here has the advantage that is possesses
a straightforward product rule and has the ability to express matrix derivatives in
terms of the matrices involved rather than entry-by-entry computation.
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Appendix I

MATRIX DIFFERENTIATION: COMPONENT METHOD
Recall that in finding the equations of motion for the incrementai deformation of a
body, one needs to compute a second derivative of a scalar with respect to a matrix.
Here a formalism will be developed which allows one to compute component-wise the
derivative of a scalar or a matrix with respect to a matrix.
Let A be a matrix. Let ei and Ei be the base vectors for our space in the cur
rent configuration and the reference configuration respectively. We can write several
important matrices in terms of the base vectors:
A = ttij Bi ® Ej
A^ = Qji Ej ® Bj
Ei® Bj.

A~^ =

Now consider differentiation with respect to a matrix. Two important derivatives
are given by:

d

d

dAT

da^k

Bk ® Eq .

(1.2)

Let us now turn to the calculation of the fourth-order tensor that arises when we
consider the second derivative of a scalar free energy function, W, with respect to a
deformation matrix, A.
First, let us find
Recall that this derivative can be broken down using the
chain rule according to

dW _ dW dh
dA ~ dh dA

dW dh
dh OA

dW dh
dh OA '

^ •'

where the invariants of the matrix A^A are given by

Ii = trA^A
1
= 2 (trA^ A)^ — tr (A^A)^J

h = detA^ A .

(1.4)
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It will be assumed that the derivatives of the free energy function, W, with respect to
/] and I2 are constants and that the derivative of W with respect to I3 is a continuous
function of J3. Let us now find the derivatives of the invariants with respect to A.
Each matrix will be expressed in terms of its components and the derivatives will
be taken according to Equation I.l. (Note that throughout this section we use the
notational convention whereby repeated indices in a term indicate summation over
that index.)
1. Note the following identities to be used:
(A A)^ = GspUsq

^A A) — CLgpQ/gp .

tv

Using these identities the derivative of Ii is given by
n A (^^A A)

—

OA

oa/ia

=
=

(OapOgp) Eq, ® Gfc

(^sk^pa^sp ^sp^ks^pa}
2aka'E>a®ek
2A^.

®

2. The second invariant derivative calculation will be broken into two pieces. First,
note the following identity:
( t r ( a A^ )

^sp^sp^mn^mn •

Using this identity we have that the derivative of Ii is given by
(trA a

) —

®

'Qq~'

4 ' 2 ( l g p Q g p 5 r u n ) Ea ® Cfe
= 4tr (A^A) CteEa <2)
mn

= 4/1A'^ .
The following identities will now be needed:
AJ^^. =
tv

UgiUgYfiCt^uiU^j

^A A) =

.

Using these identities we have
d
2d
dA.'^'^ ^A a) —

Eq, ®

{^^sk^ia^sm^rm^ri ^ka^ma^si^rm^ri
'hSkrSmaO'sif^sm.^ri ~l" ^kr^ia^
) Eq, 0 Gfe
= (A^AA^)^^Ea ®efe ,

Ill

where we have used that A^A is symmetric and (A^AA^)^^ = aum<^smO'saThese two pieces may be combined to give the derivative of I2, which is given by
[(trA'-A)' - tr (A''A)'] = 2 [7il - A^^A] A^ .
3. Note the following identities to be used:
detA^A — \ f(trA^A)^ — 3(trA^A)tr{A^A)^ + 2tr(A^A)^
6
{ t v A A) ttsp^sp^mn^mn^qr^^qr
t r { A ^ A f = asiasmarmari
tr(A A)

QgiClgfnUrmdrj(Xqjdqi .

A tedious calculation using these identities gives that the derivative of I3 is given by
^ = 2/2A'^ - 2/iA^AA^ + 2(A^A)2A^ .

oA

Careful analysis shows that this expression for ^ is equivalent to 2/3A~^.
The three pieces calculated above can be combined according to Equation 1.3 to
give 1^. Once we have the j&rst derivative of W we can consider the calculation of
its second derivative according to
d^W _ dX
5A2 - dA '
where X =
Once again, for simplicity we will break the calculation into parts
for the various invariants.
1. From the first derivative calculation we have that
^
— = o2atoE„
® efc .

Using this expression, the second derivative of Ii is given by
d^h
„„ 2
oA

^ 9
„
Q Oika^a ® ®
® ©t
uUip
= 2dc05ikEja ® ejfe ®
® Bj.

2. Prom the first derivative calculation we have that
dh
Qjj^ ~ ^ iP'sp^sp^ka

^km^sm^sa) Ea ®

•
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Using this expression, the second derivative of I2 is given by
52/2

„ d
~ 2

,
\^sp0.gpaka — O.kmdsmdsa) Eq ® Cfc ®
-"t- IlSiJf5aff

SikttspdsoL

(^k0^ia

® 6^
^ a l 3 ^ k m ^ i m } E^ ® Gfe ® E^g ® Gj .

3. From the first derivative calculation we have that
^ = 2/2A^ — 2JiA^AA^ + 2(A^A)^A'^Ea ®
oA

.

This expression can be rewritten in component form and used to find the second
derivative of J3. After a lengthy calculation we have that
d%
Q^2

_ ^ d ,
da,-

—

\

^sl^am^rm^rl^ka

^^sp^sp^qa^qm^km

~t~'^^saO'sm^rm^j^ki) Eq ® Cfc ® E^ ® 6j
=

(4/iai^afc„ + 2l25ik6ai3 — 4(A^'AA^)^jafca — 4aj^(A^AA^)afe
—2Ii{A^A)ikSa^ — lliaiattk^ — 2Ii{A'^A)afi5ik + 2aj drm^rj^kj
-f-2aio,(lr0ClrjO,kj 2cig alpha^sfi^ij^kj ^Gsa^sm^im^kfi
"
f
"
® ®
® .

We now have all of the pieces to assemble the fourth-order tensor for the second
derivative of W with respect to A. This expression may then be used in the formation
of the equations of motion for any arbitrary deformation according to the formahsm
given in Appendix G.
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